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Abstract

This thesis provides novel and tight approximations to the distribution of both real
and complex non-central Gaussian quadratic forms (GQFs). To that end, a new method
to analyze random variables is proposed, which is based on the analysis of a suitably de-
fined sequence of auxiliary random variables that converges in distribution to the target
one. Consequently, the major advantage of this proposal is that the resulting expres-
sions always represent a valid distribution, in contrast to classical approximation meth-
ods based on series expansions.

By leveraging such convergence, simple and recursive approximations for the proba-
bility density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of positive
definite real GQFs are given. In the context of indefinite complex GQFs, the application
of the proposed technique leads to very tractable approximants for their first order statis-
tics in terms of elementary functions, i.e., exponentials and powers. Thus, the obtained
expressions are more useful for further analytical purposes than other solutions avail-
able in the literature. This tractability is exemplified through the performance analysis of
maximal ratio combining systems over correlated Rice channels, providing closed-form
approximations for the outage probability and the bit error.

Moreover, in the context of channel modeling, the proposed methodology of analy-
sis of variables gives raise to two generalizations of the well-know κ-µ shadowed fading
model. These new models, namely the fluctuating Beckmann and the correlated κ-µ
shadowed models, include as particular cases the vast majority of fading distributions,
ranging from the classical ones such as Rayleigh and Rice models to more refined ex-
tensions as the Beckmann distribution or the η-µ model. The statistical characterization
of both distributions is provided, giving closed-form expressions for their moment gen-
erating function (MGF), PDF and CDF; along with the formulation of the second order
statistics of the fluctuating Beckmann model.





Resumen

En esta tesis se presenta una nueva aproximación a la distribución de de formas
cuadráticas gaussianas (FCGs) no centrales tanto en variables reales como complejas.
Para ello, se propone un nuevo método de análisis de variables aleatorias que, en lugar
de centrarse en el estudio de la variable en cuestión, se basa en la caracterización es-
tadística de una secuencia de variables aleatorias auxiliares convenientemente definida.
Como consecuencia, las expresiones obtenidas, con independencia del grado de precisión
adquirido, siempre representan una distribución válida, siendo ésta su principal ventaja
frente a otros métodos de aproximación clásicos basados en expansiones en series.

Aplicando este método, se obtienen simples expresiones recursivas para la función
densidad de probabilidad (PDF) y la función de distribución (CDF) de las FCGs reales
definidas positivas. En el caso de las formas complejas, esta nueva forma de análisis con-
duce a aproximaciones para los estadísticos de primer orden en términos de funciones
elementales (exponenciales y potencias), siendo más convenientes para cálculos posteri-
ores que otras soluciones disponibles en la literatura. La tratabilidad matemática de estos
resultados se ejemplifica mediante el análisis de sistemas de combinación por razón máx-
ima (MRC) sobre canales Rice correlados, proporcionando aproximaciones cerradas para
la probabilidad de outage y la probabilidad de error de bit.

Finalmente, en el contexto de modelado de canal, la metodología de análisis de vari-
ables propuesta permite obtener dos nuevas generalizaciones del conocido modelo de
desvanecimiento κ-µ shadowed. Estas dos nuevas distribuciones, nombradas Beckmann
fluctuante y κ-µ shadowed correlado, incluyen como casos particulares a la gran mayoría
de distribuciones de desvanecimientos usadas en la literatura, abarcando desde los mod-
elos clásicos de Rayleigh y Rice hasta otros más generales y complejos como el Beckmann
y el η-µ. Para ambas distribuciones, se presenta su caracterización estadística de primer
orden, i.e., función generadora de momentos (MGF), PDF y CDF; así como los estadísti-
cos de segundo orden del modelo Beckmann fluctuante.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Gaussian random variables — both real and complex — are massively used in com-
munications and signal processing mostly as a consequence of the central limit theorem,
which states that the sum of independent random variables is asymptotically Gaussian
distributed [1]. However, this interest does not only lie in the widespread use of the Gaus-
sian distribution as a limiting case, but also in the analysis of random variables arising
from normal ones.

Among these variables, linear combinations of squares of Gaussian variables, known
as Gaussian quadratic forms (GQFs), have a remarkable relevance. Their importance is
due to their wide number of applications, not only in the communication and signal
processing fields, but also in statistics. For instance, they naturally arise in problems
related to the detection of signals in Gaussian noise [2][3, sec. 13.5], the spectral detec-
tion of normally distributed stationary processes, χ2 tests [4, sec. 7], analysis of variance
[5], performance analysis of adaptive filter algorithms [6], energy detection [7] or perfor-
mance analysis of maximum likelihood (ML) estimators [8]. In general, any statistical
test based on Euclidean distances or any application of the method of least squares when
the involved variables are Gaussian will automatically bring a GQF [4, chap. 7].

In communications, GQFs play an important role when analyzing differential modu-
lation schemes [9], non-coherent modulations [10], diversity techniques [11]–[14], orthog-
onal space time block coding (OSTBC) [15] or relay systems [16], since the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) at the output of these systems is given in terms of a GQF when the channel
gains are assumed to be Gaussian distributed.

Moreover, GQFs have also a considerable importance in channel modeling, although
little attention has traditionally been paid to them in this context. Classically, in wireless
channels, it has been assumed that the number of reflections arriving to the receiver is
sufficiently large so that the central limit theorem can be applied, modeling the received
complex baseband signal as Gaussian [17]–[19]. Depending on the choice of the param-
eters of this underlying Gaussian variable (mean and variance of its real and imaginary
parts), different fading models arose in the related literature, e.g., Rayleigh, Rice and
Hoyt. All these classical distributions, including some generalizations introduced tens of
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years ago such as Nakagami-mmodel (with integerm) [20], can be seen as very particular
cases of a GQF.

In the last years, with the increased interest on channel modeling due to the emer-
gence of new scenarios and technologies, as the use of millimeter waves [21]–[24], large
intelligent surfaces [25], [26] and underwater communications [27], several novel distri-
butions have been proposed [28]–[31]. Many of them, which aim to improve the fitting to
measured data in these emerging scenarios and to provide more flexibility than classical
fading models, can also be regarded as particular cases of a more general GQF. Therefore,
the analysis of GQFs would unify the vast majority of fading models nowadays available
in the literature, sometimes with slight differences between them.

Unfortunately, despite their large number of applications, no closed-form expres-
sions are known for the distribution of arbitrary GQFs, and only a few particular cases
admit a closed formulation. Therefore, inherent to GQFs is the classical problem of ap-
proximating the distribution of random variables, for which several approaches have
been given in the literature over the years. These proposed methods include, among oth-
ers, the saddle-point technique [32]–[35], Edgeworth series [35]–[38], series expansions
in terms of orthogonal polynomials [39] or approximations in terms of other random
variables [40]–[45].

Although many of these classical techniques have been applied to the analysis of
GQFs, all the derived results suffer from the same common drawback: the resulting ex-
pressions do not represent a proper distribution, i.e., the approximated probability density
functions (PDFs) may not have unit area and probabilities greater than one (or even nega-
tive) can be obtained [39, p. 731][38, sec. 2]. In addition, the accuracy of these techniques
typically depends on the parametrization of the target variable, leading in some cases to
poor approximations or rendering convergence issues.

Motivated by the aforementioned importance of GQFs in communications and signal
processing, and taking into account that deriving exact expressions for the distribution
of such an intricate variables may pose a challenge from an analytic point of view, this
thesis revisits the problem of analyzing non-central GQFs. Along this line, a new method
to characterize these variables is proposed, aiming to circumvent the major drawbacks
of classical approaches and seeking simple and tractable approximations for the PDF
and cumulative density function (CDF) of both real and complex GQFs. The proposed
approach is later leveraged to be applied to arbitrary positive random variables, showing
the potential of the method and highlighting its main advantage: it ensures, for any level
of accuracy, that the resulting expressions represent a valid distribution.

Finally, exploiting the connection between GQFs and the distinct fading models, part
of this thesis is also devoted to the analysis of fading distributions, providing very gen-
eral and versatile — albeit tractable — models that unify the majority of the existing
distributions emerging from the application of the central limit theorem.
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1.1 Objectives

This thesis has two clearly defined objectives: i) proposing a new method to approx-
imate the distribution of both real and complex non-central GQFs, and ii) unifying most
of the fading distributions available in the literature under the umbrella of very general
models. Although these objectives seem apparently unconnected, it will be later shown
that in fact they are considerably related, and both are achieved by applying the same un-
derlying methodology. More specifically, the main objectives in the context of the analysis
of GQFs are as follows:

• Derivation of novel general approximations for both the PDF and CDF of positive
random variables which guarantee that the resulting expressions represent a valid
distribution.

• Application of the proposed method to positive definite real GQFs in order to pro-
vide new simple expressions that outperform the alternative results given in the
literature.

• Providing a new approximation to the distribution of complex GQFs that are
tractable enough to be useful for analytical purposes and its application to the
performance analysis of maximal ratio combining (MRC) systems with correlated
branches over line-of-sight (LoS) channels.

Regarding the second aforementioned objective, this thesis aim to propose new fad-
ing models that generalizes the majority of fading distributions arising from the central
limit theorem. To this end, the versatile and popular κ-µ shadowed distribution will be
used as starting point due to its tractability and empirical validation, and more general
(yet tractable) expansions will be sought.

1.2 Organization

This is a compilation thesis composed by several publications and some chapters
that provide coherence to the whole document. Therefore, the organization varies with
respect to the more classical structure of a monograph thesis. Specifically, it is organized
in four main chapters and the appendix section as follows:

1. Chapter 1. The current chapter, which contains the introduction and motivation of
the thesis, along with the objectives and organization of the rest of the document.

2. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background to understand the main contributions
of the thesis. It includes some basic concepts of probability, an overview of the tech-
niques classically employed to approximate the distribution of random variables,
an introduction to GQFs and a review of their state of the art and finally a brief
summary of both the classical and some of the generalized fading models available
in the literature.
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3. Chapter 3 summarizes the distinct publications gathered in this thesis, presenting
their main contributions and discussing their results.

4. Chapter 4. The last chapter, containing the conclusions and some future research
lines arisen from this thesis.

Finally, the publications included in the compilation are attached in Appendix A.

1.3 Publications

The following is a list of publications in refereed journals and conference proceedings
included as part of the compilation of this thesis:

• [46] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, D. Morales-Jimenez, J. A. Cortés, J. F. París, and E. Martos-
Naya, “New approximation to distribution of positive RVs applied to Gaussian
quadratic forms”, IEEE Signal Process. Lett., vol. 26, no. 6, pp. 923–927, Jun. 2019.
DOI: 10.1109/LSP.2019.2912295.

• [47] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, L. Moreno-Pozas, J. F. París, J. A. Cortés, and E. Martos-
Naya, “A new approach to the statistical analysis of non-central complex Gaus-
sian quadratic forms with applications”, IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., vol. 68, no. 7,
pp. 6734–6746, Jul. 2019. DOI: 10.1109/TVT.2019.2916725.

• [48] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, F. J. López-Martínez, J. F. París, M. D. Yacoub, and E.
Martos-Naya, “An extension of the κ-µ shadowed fading model: Statistical charac-
terization and applications”, IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., vol. 67, no. 5, pp. 3826–3837,
May 2018. DOI: 10.1109/TVT.2017.2787204.

• [49] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, J. F. París, J. A. Cortés, and E. Martos-Naya, “The κ-
µ shadowed fading model with arbitrary intercluster correlation”, in 2018 15th
Int. Symp. Wireless Commun. Syst. (ISWCS), Aug. 2018, pp. 1–5. DOI:
10.1109/ISWCS.2018.8491099.

Publications [46] and [47] gather the results referring to the approximation to the
distribution of random variables and the analysis of GQFs, while papers [48] and [49]
present the new general fading models.
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Chapter 2

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce several preliminary results and defini-
tions, providing the necessary background to understand the results that will be later
presented.

It is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces the general notation, while in Section
2.2 some well-known results on random variables are introduced along with a couple of
relevant statistical distributions that will be used throughout this thesis. In addition,
some of the most classical approaches that are used to approximate the distribution of
random variables are summarized. Section 2.3 deals with Gaussian quadratic forms,
considering both the real and complex cases and providing an overview of the different
approaches given in the literature to approximate their distribution. Finally, Section 2.4
revisits several models that have been traditionally used to characterize fading in wireless
environments, along with new distributions recently proposed to that end.

2.1 General notation

Notation for common sets
j imaginary unit,

√
−1.

Re{·}, Im{·} Real and imaginary parts.

C,R,N Complex, reals and natural numbers.

R+, N+ Positive real and integers numbers excluding 0.
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Notation for used functions
ln Natural logarithm.

max,min Maximum and minimum.

lim Limit.

∀ For all.

, Defined as.

| · | Absolute value.

‖ · ‖ Modulus.

Iν(·) Modified Bessel function of first kind [50, eq. (9.6.18)].

Γ(·) Gamma function [50, eq. (6.1.1)].

γ(·, ·) Lower incomplete gamma function [50, eq. (6.5.2)].

1F1(·; ·; ·) Kummer’s hypergeometric function [51, eq. (9.210 1)].

L{·},L−1{·} Laplace transform and inverse Laplace transform.

Notation for probability and asymptotics

P{·} Probability.

E[·] Expectation operator.

∼ Statistically distributed as.

fX(x) PDF of X .

FX(x) CDF of X .

MX(s) MGF of X .

Matrix-vector notation
x,X Vectors and matrices are denoted with bold lower and upper case, respectively.

Rm×n,Cm×n Real and complex m× n matrices.

(X)i,j (i, j)-th element of the matrix X.

In n× n identity matrix.

0n×m n×m matrix of all zeroes.

(·)T , (·)† Transpose, conjugate-transpose.

2.2 Some results on random variables

This section defines some types of convergence of random variables, focusing on
the relationships between them. Moreover, the Gaussian, the χ2 and the gamma dis-
tribution are revisited, not only providing their first order statistics but also presenting
the connection between them as well as some properties that will be used later. Finally,
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this section briefly summarizes some of the most widely used techniques to approximate
the distribution of random variables, i.e., the saddle-point technique, Gram-Charlier and
Edgeworth series and expansions in terms of orthogonal polynomials and other density
functions.

2.2.1 Convergence between sequences of random variables

Many of the most relevant results in probability, e.g., the central limit theorem [1, sec.
27] or Lévy’s continuity theorem (also known as Lévy’s convergence theorem) [52, chap.
18], are related to the asymptotic behavior of distributions of random variables. The
work presented in this thesis is also partially based on the limit behavior of sequences of
random variables and the concept of convergence. Thus, different types of convergence
are defined next, as well as the relationships between them.

Weak convergence

Let {Xn : n ∈ N+} be a sequence of real random variables. Then, {Xn}1 converges
weakly, or converges in distribution, to the random variable X ∈ R if

lim
n→∞

FXn(x) = FX(x) (2.1)

at every continuity point x, with FXn(x) and FX(x) denoting the CDF of Xn and X ,
respectively [1, sec. 25]. This is expressed as {Xn} ⇒ X .

Note that weak convergence ensures that the sequence {FXn(x)} has a limit FX(x),
but it does not guarantee the convergence of the respective PDFs. The conditions under
which weak convergence also implies that of PDFs are given in [53]. Specifically, let
fXn(x) and fX(x) denote the PDFs of Xn and X , respectively. Therefore, if {Xn} ⇒ X

and

i fXn(x) and fX(x) are continuous functions,

ii fXn(x) is bounded, i.e., supn fXn(x) ≤ a <∞ for all x with a any number,

iii {fXn(x)} is equicontinuous, i.e., for each point x and y, there exists g(x, ε) and
h(x, ε) with ε > 0 such that |x − y| < g(x, ε) implies that |fXn(x)− fXn(y)| < ε

for all n ≥ h(x, ε),

then lim
n→∞

fXn(x) = fX(x). In turn, convergence of PDFs always implies that of CDFs by
virtue of Scheffe’s theorem [54].

1For simplicity, the notation for sequences of random variables is simplified when no confusion may
arise.
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Moreover, consider {Xn} ⇒ X and let g : R → R be any continuous and bounded
function. Therefore, from Helly-Bray theorem [55, sec. 1.3], we have that

lim
m→∞

E[g(Xn)] = E[g(X)]. (2.2)

Convergence in probability

Consider again a sequence of real random variables defined as {Xn : n ∈ N+}. Then,
{Xn} converges in probability to another random variable X ∈ R if

lim
n→∞

P {|Xn −X| > ε} = 0 (2.3)

for ε > 0 [56, sec. 6.2]. It is denoted by {Xn} p−→ X .

It can be proved that condition in (2.3) is more restrictive than that in (2.1). In fact, if
{Xn} p−→ X then {Xn} ⇒ X , although the converse does not hold in general [1, thm. 25.2].
Convergence in distribution implies convergence in probability when the limit random
variable is a constant, i.e., X = c. Under this condition, {Xn} ⇒ c also implies {Xn} p−→ c

[1, thm. 25.3].

Lp convergence

The last type of convergence here presented is the Lp convergence. It is said that
a sequence of real random variables {Xn : n ∈ N+} converges in Lp to a limit random
variable X ∈ R if

lim
n→∞

E [|Xn −X|p] = 0 (2.4)

for p ∈ N+ [56, sec. 6.5], and it is expressed as {Xn}
Lp−→ X .

The most common types of Lp convergence are for p = 1, 2. If {Xn}
Lp−→ X for

p = 1, then it is said that {Xn} converges in mean to X , and if it does for p = 2 then
{Xn} converges in mean square to X . Moreover, Lp convergence for a certain value of p
ensures that (2.4) holds for any p′ such that p > p′ ≥ 1.

An important remark is that Lp convergence for p ≥ 1 implies convergence in prob-
ability and, consequently, convergence in distribution. This can be straightforwardly
proved by applying Markov’s inequality [52, sec. 6.4] to (2.3):

lim
n→∞

P {|Xn −X| > ε} ≤ lim
n→∞

E[|Xn −X|p]
εp

(a)
= 0, (2.5)

where Lp convergence is assumed in (a).
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2.2.2 The Gaussian distribution

Gaussian random variables (both real and complex) appear in a multitude of appli-
cations in communications and signal processing, mainly as a limit distribution due to
the central limit theorem. Hence, the Gaussian distribution is used, e.g., to characterize
random noise [57] and channel gains in wireless communications [17], [18], to mention
but a couple of relevant examples. Its importance in this thesis is also relevant, since most
of the random variables here considered are based on the Gaussian distribution.

The real case

A real random variable X follows a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance
σ2, i.e., X ∼ N (µ, σ2), if its PDF is expressed as [19, eq. (2.3-8)]

fX(x) =
1√

2πσ2
e−(x−µ)2/(2σ2). (2.6)

Its CDF is calculated by integrating (2.6) as

FX(x) =

∫ x

−∞

1√
2πσ2

e−(x−µ)2/(2σ2)dx = 1−Q
(
x− µ
σ

)
(2.7)

where Q(·) is the Gaussian Q-function [18, eq. (4.1)].

The complex case

Consider now two independent real Gaussian random variablesX1 andX2 such that
X1 ∼ N (µ1, σ

2
1) and X2 ∼ N (µ2, σ

2
2). Then, the random variable X = X1 + jX2 follows

a complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ = µ1 + jµ2, variance σ2 = σ2
1 + σ2

2 and
pseudovariance c2 = σ2

1 − σ2
2 , i.e., X ∼ CN (µ, σ2, c2). The PDF of X is readily obtained

due to the independence between X1 and X2 as

fX(x) =
1

π
√
σ4 − c4

exp

(
−σ

2‖x− µ‖2
σ4 − c4

+ Re

{
c2(x− µ)2

σ4 − c4

})
. (2.8)

If σ2
1 = σ2

2 = σ2/2, then (2.8) simplifies to [58, eq. (2)]

fX(x) =
1

πσ2
e‖x−µ‖

2/σ2
(2.9)

and the shorthand notation X ∼ CN (µ, σ2) is used.

Of special interest in many cases is the analysis of circularly symmetric Gaussian
variables. A complex random variable X is said to be circularly symmetric if fX(x) =

fY (y) with Y = ejφX for all φ ∈ R, requiring thus that µ = c2 = 0 [59]. However, in
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some applications (e.g., channel modeling), non-circularly symmetric Gaussian variables
are also relevant.

2.2.3 The χ2 distribution

The χ2 distribution plays an important role in many statistics applications, specially
in hypothesis and goodness-of-fit testing [60, chap. 30]. Closely related to the Gaussian
distribution, the χ2 distribution describes the statistical behavior of the sum of n inde-
pendent squared Gaussian random variables. Thus, consider

X =
n∑
i=1

Z2
i (2.10)

where Zi are independent and real Gaussian random variables. Then X follows a χ2

distribution with n degrees of freedom [19, sec. 2.3]. Depending on whether Zi have zero
mean or not, we differentiate between the central and the non-central case.

The central χ2 distribution

If Zi in (2.10) have zero mean and equal variance σ2 for all i, i.e., Zi ∼ N (0, σ2) ∀ i,
then X follows a central χ2 distribution with PDF [19, eq. (2.3-21)]

fX(x) =
1

2n/2Γ(n/2)σn
xn/2−1e−x/(2σ

2) (2.11)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function [50, eq. (6.1.1)], and it is denoted by X ∼ χ2
n(σ2). Its

CDF can be directly obtained by integrating (2.11) as

FX(x) =
2−n/2

σnΓ
(
n
2

) ∫ x

0
yn/2−1e−y/(2σ

2)dy =
1

Γ
(
n
2

) ∫ x
2σ2

0
un/2−1e−udu =

1

Γ
(
n
2

)γ (n
2
,
x

2σ2

)
(2.12)

where γ(·, ·) is the lower incomplete gamma function [50, eq. (6.5.2)].

Finally, the moment generating function (MGF) of X is calculated using [51, eq.
(3.381 4)] as

MX(s) =

∫ ∞
0

fX(x)esxdx =
(
1− 2σ2s

)−n/2
, (2.13)

which is valid for all s ∈ C such that Re{s} < 1/(2σ2).
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The non-central χ2 distribution

In case Zi in (2.10) have non-zero mean but equal variances, i.e., Zi ∼ N (µi, σ
2) ∀ i,

then the PDF of X is given by [19, eq. (2.3-29)]

fX(x) =
1

2σ2

( x
δ2

)(n−2)/4
exp

(
−x+ δ2

2σ2

)
In/2−1

(
δ/σ2√x

)
(2.14)

where Iν(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind [50, eq. (9.6.18)] and δ2 =∑n
i=1 µ

2
i is the non-centrality parameter. We denote that by X ∼ χ2

n(σ2, δ2).

The MGF of X in this case can be obtained from (2.14) by using [51, eqs. (6.643 2),
(9.220 2) and (9.215 1)] as

MX(s) =

∫ ∞
0

fX(x)esxdx =
exp

(
δ2s

1−2σ2s

)
(1− 2σ2s)n/2

, Re{s} < 1/(2σ2). (2.15)

2.2.4 The gamma distribution

Due to its mathematical tractability and its connection to the exponential and Gaus-
sian distribution, the gamma distribution is extensively used in a wide variety of ap-
plications in physics, statistics and communications, e.g., waiting times in queues [61],
electromigration for submicron interconnects [62] and wireless channel modeling [18], to
mention but some relevant examples. The gamma distribution is also of special interest
to the main results derived in this thesis.

Definition and first order statistics

A random variable X follows a gamma distribution with shape parameter m ∈ R+

and scale parameter θ ∈ R+, i.e., X ∼ Γ(m, θ), if its PDF is expressed as [63, eq. (17.23)]

fX(x) =
1

Γ(m)θm
xm−1e−x/θ. (2.16)

Comparing (2.11) and (2.16), it can be observed that the gamma distribution gener-
alizes the central χ2 distribution by letting the m parameter (equivalent to the degrees
of freedom in the χ2 distribution) take any positive real value instead of only natural
numbers.

As with the χ2 distribution, the CDF of X is directly obtained by integrating (2.16) as

FX(x) =
1

Γ(m)θm

∫ x

0
tm−1e−t/θdt =

1

Γ(m)

∫ x/θ

0
ym−1e−ydy =

1

Γ(m)
γ(m,x/θ). (2.17)
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Moreover, the MGF of gamma distribution is readily calculated from (2.16) as

MX(s) =

∫ ∞
0

fX(x)esxdx, (2.18)

where the application of [51, eq. (3.381 4)] leads to

MX(s) = (1− θs)−m, Re{s} < 1/θ, (2.19)

obtaining an expression very similar to (2.13). Finally, from (2.19), the n-th moment of
the distribution are derived as

E[Xn] =
dn

dsn
MX(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=0

=
Γ(m+ n)

Γ(m)
θn. (2.20)

The gamma distribution is alternatively formulated in terms of the shape parameter
m and the rate parameter β = 1/θ, or in terms of m and Ω = E[X] = mθ. Expressions
for the MGF, PDF and CDF of the gamma distribution with the distinct formulations are
straightforwardly obtained from (2.16), (2.17) and (2.19) just by applying the equivalences
between the different parameters.

Gamma distribution with integer parameters

An interesting particular case of the gamma distribution is that in which the shape
parameter m is a positive integer, i.e., m ∈ N+. If so, then the gamma random variable
X can be generated from independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) real Gaussian
random variables as

X =

2m∑
i=1

Z2
i , (2.21)

where Zi ∈ R follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance θ/2, i.e., Z ∼
N (0, θ/2). As stated before, this case corresponds to the central χ2 distribution with
n = 2m degrees of freedom and σ2 = θ/2.

Remarkably, the CDF of gamma distribution (and that of the central χ2 distribution
when n is even) can be simplified under the assumption of m ∈ N+ by applying [51, eq.
(3.351 1)] to the integral in (2.17), obtaining

FX(x) = 1− e−x/θ
m−1∑
k=0

xk

k!θk
(2.22)

and considerably improving the mathematical tractability of the distribution.
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FIGURE 2.1: PDF and CDF of gamma distribution for different values of m and
Ω = 1

Degeneration of the gamma distribution

Of special interest to this thesis is the property of the gamma distribution of becoming
a degenerate distribution. It is said that a distribution is degenerate if its corresponding
random variable X ∈ R has only one possible value x0 with probability P (X = x0) = 1

[64, sec. 3.1] 2. Consequently, the PDF of X is a delta function at x0.

That can be achieved in the case of the gamma distribution by letting m → ∞. To
prove that, consider first the sequence {Xm : m ∈ N+} where Xm is gamma distributed
with shape parameter m and E[Xm] = Ω and whose characteristic function (CF) is given
by

φXm(jt) = E
[
ejtXm

]
= MXm(jt) =

(
1− jΩt

m

)−m
(2.23)

where j denotes the imaginary number j =
√
−1. Taking the limit in (2.23) leads to

lim
m→∞

φXm(jt) = ejΩt, (2.24)

which correspond to the CF of the constant variable C = Ω. Therefore, by virtue of
Levy’s convergence theorem [52, chap. 18], we have that {Xm} ⇒ C. That is, increasing
the value of m leads to a reduction in the variance of the gamma distribution and, in the
limit, it becomes a constant variable whose PDF is a delta function at x = Ω (equivalently,
its CDF tends to the step function). This behavior is shown in Fig. 2.1, where both the
PDF and CDF of a gamma distribution is depicted for distinct m.

2.2.5 Classical approximations to the distribution of random variables

As introduced in Chapter 1, approximating the distribution of a random variable is
a classical problem in applied statistics, mainly because of the difficulty of deriving exact

2Note that this definition only applies for 1-dimensional distributions.
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and tractable expressions for the PDF and CDF of many random variables, e.g., GQFs [4].
Therefore, several efforts have been devoted to providing general methods that allow
to approximate the distribution of such intricate variables. Most of these techniques are
based on the knowledge of either the moments or the CF (or, equivalently, the MGF) of
the target variable. This subsection aims to present a brief overview of the most classical
methods to obtain approximations to distributions, highlighting their main flaws.

The saddle-point technique

The saddle-point technique (or method of steepest descent) is a generalization of
Laplace’s method to approximate integrals of the form

I =

∫
C
f(t)eαg(t)dt (2.25)

where C is a contour on the complex plane and α is a large number. It is extensively
used in statistics to approximate the distribution of random variables from its MGF or its
characteristic function by means of the inversion theorem [1, sec. 26]. Therefore, since
the MGF can be seen as the Laplace transform of the PDF, the latter is calculated by
performing the inverse transform as

fX(x) =
1

j2π

∫ τ+j∞

τ−j∞
e−sxMX(s)ds (2.26)

with τ ∈ R. The above integral is rewritten as

fX(x) =
1

j2π

∫ τ+j∞

τ−j∞
exp (KX(s)− sx) ds (2.27)

whereKX(s) = lnMX(s) is the cumulant generating function (CGF). ExpandingKX(s)−
sx in Taylor series around a point s = t0(x) such that K ′X(t0(x)) = x, we have

fX(x) ≈ 1

j2π
exp (KX(t0(x))− t0(x)x))

∫ τ+j∞

τ−j∞
exp

(
1

2
(s− t0(x))2K

′′
X(t0(x))

)
ds.

(2.28)

The point s = t0(x) is a saddle-point of KX(s) − sx, where the function is constant
in the imaginary direction and has an extreme in the real one [32]. Hence, choosing
τ = t0(x), the integral in (2.28) is dominated by the value of the integrand at this point,
and the approximation is tight. Solving the integral we obtain the saddle-point approxi-
mation for fX(x) as [32, eq. (21)]

fX(x) ≈ exp (KX(t0(x))− t0(t)x))

√
1

2πK
′′
X(t0(x))

. (2.29)
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Similarly, the saddle-point technique can also be used to derive approximations for
the CDF of X (see [32]–[35] for a more detailed explanation of this technique).

Despite it is widely used in statistics, the above approximation has two main draw-
backs. First, there is no guarantee that (2.29) represents a valid distribution (generally it
does not), i.e., the approximated PDF may not have unit area and probabilities greater
than one might be obtained. Second, increasing the accuracy of the approximation is not
trivial since it implies considering higher terms in the Taylor series, considerably compli-
cating the calculation of the integral in (2.28).

Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth series

Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth series are used to approximate the PDF and CDF of
a random variable, whose moments or cumulants are known, from another baseline dis-
tribution. We here present the formulation given in [35, chap. 3][36, chap. 5], although
alternative formulations can be found in other works (see e.g. [37], [38]).

Consider two random variables X and Y with PDFs fX(x) and fY (y) and MGFs
MX(s) and MY (t), respectively. The MGF of X can be expressed in terms of a power
series as [35, p. 32]

MX(s) = MY (s)
∞∑
i=0

µi
si

i!
, (2.30)

where µi are the moments of the distribution whose cumulants are given by the difference
of those ofX and Y . Hence, defining κxj and κyj as the cumulants ofX and Y respectively,
µi are calculated as [65]

µi =

i−1∑
j=0

(
i− 1

j

)
µj(κ

x
i−j − κyi−j) (2.31)

for i > 1 with µ0 = 1 and µ1 = κx1−κy1. Formally, µi are not true moments of a distribution,
since κxj − κyj do not necessarily represent the cumulants of any random variable [36, p.
153].

To obtain the approximation to fX(x) is necessary to invert (2.30) term by term, tak-
ing into account that from the definition of the MGF the first term is fY (x). For the other
terms, it can be proved that, if fY (x) is uniformly continuous, then [36, eq. (38)]∫ ∞

−∞
esxf

(n)
Y (x)dx = sn(−1)nMY (s) (2.32)

and, therefore, the PDF of X is expanded as

fX(x) =

∞∑
i=0

f
(i)
Y (x)

(−1)iµi
i!

= fY (x)

∞∑
i=0

gi(x)
µi
i!
, (2.33)
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where gi(x) = (−1)if
(i)
Y (x)/fY (x). The complexity of the series expansions is thus deter-

mined by the computation of the derivatives of the baseline PDF, fY (x). If Y is chosen to
follow a standard Gaussian distribution, i.e., Y ∼ N (0, 1), then the expansion in (2.33) is
known as Gram-Charlier series and gi(x) is given by

gi(x) = 2−i/2Hi(x/
√

2), (2.34)

with Hi(·) the i-th order Hermite polynomial [51, eq. (8.950 1)]. Similarly, the CDF of X
can be expanded in the same way just by dividing by s both terms in (2.30).

Although useful in some cases (e.g., the sum of independent and identically dis-
tributed random variables), Edgeworths series have important flaws. First, as with the
saddle-point method, the approximated functions are not guaranteed to be proper PDFs
(in fact negative probabilities may be obtained), and the accuracy is typically low in the
tails of the distribution (the method ensures an absolute error but not a relative one) [35,
chap. 3]. Therefore, if we are interested in estimating low probabilities (as in performance
analysis in communications and signal detection), this type of approximations may lead
to large errors. Moreover, under certain conditions, increasing the number of terms that
are computed does not necessary increase the accuracy of the approximation [38, p. 14].

Orthogonal polynomials series

Another classical way of approximating the distribution of a random variable X ∈ R
is expressing its PDF as a series of the form

fX(x) = g(x)
∞∑
i=0

ωihi(x) (2.35)

where g(x) is a known function, ωi are constants and hi(x) is a sequence of orthogo-
nal polynomials. Gram-Charlier series in (2.33) belongs to these type of expansions, for
which g(x) is the standard Gaussian PDF and hi(x) are the Hermite polynomials.

Expansions of the form (2.35) in terms of Lagrange and Laguerre polynomials are de-
rived in [66, chap. 7][39] under some conditions. As with Edgeworth series, the moments
of X (or its cumulants, since they are related as proved in [65]) are needed to build these
approximations.

Specifically, consider a random variable X whose PDF has finite domain [−1, 1] and
whose n-th moment is given by µxn. Therefore, fX(x) admits the following expansion [39,
eq. (1)]

fX(x) =
∞∑
i=0

λiPi(x), (2.36)
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with Pi(x) the i-th order Legrendre polynomial [51, eq. (8.911 1)] and

λi =
2i+ 1

2i+1

di/2e∑
j=0

(−1)j
(2i− 2j)!

j!(i− j)!(i− 2j)!
µxi−2j , (2.37)

where d·e is the ceiling function, i.e., for any real number α it gives the least integer greater
than or equal to α.

The approximant in (2.36) can be generalized to any random variable Y defined in a
closed interval [a, b] with moments µyj by performing the change of variables

X̂ =
2Y − (a+ b)

b− a (2.38)

such that X̂ ∈ [−1, 1]. Using now (2.36) and reverting the change of variables the PDF of
Y is expressed as

fY (y) =
2

b− a
∞∑
i=0

λ̂iPi

(
2y − (a+ b)

b− a

)
, (2.39)

where λ̂i are calculated as in (2.37) but replacing µxj by the moments of X̂ , which are
obtained from those of Y as

µx̂j =
1

(b− a)j

j∑
k=0

(
j

k

)
2kµyk(−1)j−k(a+ b)j−k. (2.40)

Moreover, for positive random variables X ∈ R+ with moments µxn and whose PDF
has domain [0,∞), a similar expansion can be obtained for fX(x) based on Laguerre
polynomials, which is given by [39, eq. (27)]

fX(x) =
(x− a)ve−y/c

cv+1

∞∑
i=0

δiL
α
i (y/c) (2.41)

with c = (µx2 − (µx1)2)/µx1 , v = µx1/c− 1, Lαi (·) the i-th order Laguerre polynomial [51, eq.
(8.970 1)] and

δi =
i∑

k=0

(−1)k
i!µxi−k

ci−kk!(i− k)!Γ(v + i− k + 1)
. (2.42)

Expansions (2.39) and (2.41) are in general more tractable than other approximations
arising, e.g., from the application of saddle-point technique, being therefore useful for
further analytical purposes. However, once again, these series need to be truncated in or-
der to be computed, rendering expressions which do not represent a proper distribution.
In addition, the accuracy of the approximation strongly depends on the random variable
under analysis. Thus, expansions of the type (2.41) are only recommended when the tail
behavior of the target distribution is similar to that of the gamma distribution [66, p. 301].
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Series expansions as mixtures of other densities

As already stated, the main drawback of the aforementioned techniques is that the
resulting expressions do not represent proper distributions [40]. Aiming to overcome
this issue, several efforts have been devoted in the related literature to seeking alter-
native approximants that fulfill the condition of being valid PDFs themselves. In this
context, approximations based on mixture of density functions have been proposed [40]–
[45], specially to fit the distribution of empirical data, providing approximants to a target
PDF fX(x) of the form [41, eq. (1.4)]

fX(x) ≈
n∑
i=1

wig(x;θi) (2.43)

where g(x;θi) is the PDF of the baseline distribution depending on a set of parameters θi
and wi are constants such that

∑n
i=1wi = 1. The issue is now the choice of the baseline

density function and the calculation of the mixture parameters, namely n, wi and θi.
Unfortunately, due to the generality of the problem, it is remarkably difficult to provide
a general method to approximate an arbitrary distribution by (2.43).

Due to its mathematical properties and its practical importance, one of the most com-
mon choices for g(·) is the Gaussian distribution. In fact, it can be proved that any random
variable can be obtained as the limit of a linear combination of Gaussian variables [43],
[44]. However, other distributions such as gamma [42] or exponential [41, chap. 3] have
also been proposed to approximate positive variables.

Similarly, several techniques have been classically used to estimate the mixture pa-
rameters. The method of moments is perhaps the most widely-extended preference, im-
posing that the first p moments of the mixture must be equal to those of the target distri-
bution. Hence, a system of equations given by

µj =
n∑
i=1

wiµ̂j(θi), j = 1, . . . , p (2.44)

arise, where µj and µ̂j denote the exact and mixture moments, respectively. This system
can be solved to determine wi and θi for a given n, although for relatively large n it may
be extremely tedious.

When the mixture model is used to approximate the distribution of empirical data,
the distinct parameters can be estimated by solving the optimization problem that mini-
mizes the Lp distance between the empirical and the mixture PDFs, defined as

Lp = E

[∣∣∣∣∣f̂X(x)−
n∑
i=1

wig(x;θi)

∣∣∣∣∣
p]

(2.45)

where x is the observed data. Another alternative is using the ML estimation [41, chap.
1]. Bayesian estimation has also been proposed to seek the mixture parameters when
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characterizing stochastic non-linear systems [45] and linear systems with non-Gaussian
noise [40].

On the whole, although approximants based on mixtures of density functions are
a good alternative to the other techniques, the lack of a general methodology and the
difficulty in estimating the mixture parameters ultimately limit their usefulness.

2.3 Gaussian quadratic forms

Due to their vast number of applications, and because one of the main purposes of
this thesis is the analysis of GQFs, this section summarizes some of their most relevant
properties, as well as the distinct methods that have been proposed to their statistical
characterization.

2.3.1 Definition

The real case

Let x ∈ Rn×1 be a constant vector, A ∈ Rn×n be a symmetric matrix and x ∈ Rn×1

be a random vector following a multivariate normal distribution with zero mean and
covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rn×n, i.e., x ∼ Nn(0n×1,Σ). Then, the real random variable

QR = (x + x)TA(x + x) (2.46)

is a real GQF [4, eq. (3.1.1)]. If all the entries of x are zero, i.e., x = 0n×1, then QR is a
central quadratic form. In turn, if x 6= 0n×1, it is non-central. Moreover, QR is said to be
definite or indefinite depending on whether A is definite or not, respectively.

The quadratic form QR admits an alternative formulation in terms of independent
standard Gaussian variables, which can be derived by applying simple algebraic trans-
formations to (2.46). Thus, consider any decomposition of the form Σ = CCT , e.g.,
C = Σ1/2, and the vector s = Cz where z ∼ Nn(0n×1, In). It can be easily proved that s

is Gaussian distributed with

E[s] = CE[z] = 0n×1 = E[x], (2.47)

E[ssT ] = CE[zzT ]CT = Σ = E[xxT ] (2.48)

and, therefore, QR can be expressed as

QR =
(
z + C−1x

)T
CTAC

(
z + C−1x

)
. (2.49)

Since CTAC is symmetric, it can be diagonalized as CTAC = UΛUT , where U is
an orthogonal matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose entries, λi for i = 1, . . . , n are
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the eigenvalues of CTAC (or, equivalently, those of ΣA) [67, chap. 2]. Hence, relabeling
y = UT z and b = UTC−1x, we finally have

QR = (y + b)TΛ(y + b) =

n∑
i=1

λi(yi + bi)
2 (2.50)

where yi and bi are the entries of y and b respectively. Note that, since U is orthogonal,
the distribution of y is the same as that of z, i.e., y ∼ Nn(0n×1, In). Therefore, QR is
expressed as a linear combination of independent squared Gaussian random variables
with means bi, or equivalently, as a linear combination of independent noncentral χ2

distributions of the form

QR =
n∑
i=1

λiYi, Yi ∼ χ2
1(1, b2i ). (2.51)

Also, regarding (2.50), it can be observed that if λi = 0 for some i, then QR is equiva-
lent to another quadratic form of less order. That corresponds to the case in which either
or both A and Σ are rank deficient, and consequently the rank of CTAC is r < n and
λi = 0 for i = r + 1, . . . , n. For simplicity, and without any loss of generality, hereinafter
we will assume that both A and Σ are full-rank. Moreover, if A is positive or negative
definite then λi > 0 and λi < 0 for all i, respectively, and equivalently λi can take both
positive and negative values if A is indefinite.

The complex case

Analogously to the real case, GQFs in complex variables are defined as

QC = (v + v)†A(v + v) (2.52)

where, in this case, v ∈ Cn×1 is a constant vector representing the mean of v, A ∈ Cn×n

is an Hermitian matrix and v ∈ Cn×1 is complex multivariate Gaussian vector with zero
mean and covariance matrix Σ ∈ Cn×n, i.e. v ∼ CN n(0n×1,Σ).

By following similar steps as in the real case, QC can also be written in terms of
independent Gaussian variables. To that end, consider again any decomposition of Σ

such that Σ = CC†, e.g., the Cholesky factorization [68, p. 441], and diagonalize C†AC as
C†AC = UΛU†, where U is an unitary matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose entries
are the eigenvalues of C†AC. Note that since C†AC is Hermitian, all its eigenvalues are
real [67, p. 42]. By doing so and naming h = U†C−1v, we obtain

QC = (s + h)†Λ(s + h) (2.53)

where s is a complex multivariate standard Gaussian vector, i.e., s ∼ CN n(0n×1, In).
Furthermore, denoting by si = xi+jyi and hi = pi+jqi the entries of s and h respectively,
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with xi, yi ∼ N (0, 1/2) ∀ i, QC can be finally expressed as

QC =
n∑
i=1

λi ‖si + hi‖2 =
n∑
i=1

λi
[
(xi + pi)

2 + (yi + qi)
2
]
. (2.54)

Comparing (2.54) and (2.50), it is clear that a complex quadratic form is equivalent
to a real one of double order n for which the eigenvalues λi are equal in pairs. As with
QR, QC can also be expressed as a linear combination of independent non-central χ2

distributions as

QC =

n∑
i=1

λiYi, Yi ∼ χ2
2(1/2, ‖hi‖2). (2.55)

Moreover, if pi = qi = 0 ∀ i, then (2.54) corresponds to the gamma distribution with
integer parameters in (2.21) by mapping n = m and λi = θ ∀ i. Lastly, note that as in the
real case, if C†AC is rank deficient then some λi are zero, andQC is equivalent to another
quadratic form of order r < n.

2.3.2 Statistical characterization of non-central Gaussian quadratic forms

Although the MGF of both real and complex GQFs can be straightforwardly obtain
from that of the χ2 distribution, closed-form expressions for their PDF and CDF remain
unknown for the general case. In the real case, exact closed-form expressions can only
be obtained under certain conditions (e.g., A = Σ = I, the identity matrix), remain-
ing in complicated integral form for the general case, even when the involved random
variables have zero mean. Quadratic forms in complex Gaussian variables are slightly
more tractable, allowing a simple formulation for the main statistics in the central case.
However, only approximated solutions have been given in the non-central one.

Due to the vast number of applications of both real an complex GQFs and the chal-
lenge that poses their statistical characterization, considerable efforts have been devoted
in the last decades to their study [4], [5], [11], [69]–[79]. This section aims to provide a
brief overview of the distinct approximations given in the literature to the distribution
of these type of variables, focusing on the non-central case due to its generality. The real
and complex cases are reviewed separately, although as stated before, any complex GQF
can be considered as a real one with the eigenvalues given in pairs, so the analysis for
real variables actually includes both cases.

The real case

Since any real GQF can be expressed as a linear combination of independent non-
central χ2 distributions as in (2.51), the MGF of QR is readily calculated as the product of
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the individual MGFs of the χ2 random variables. Thus, from (2.15) we obtain

MQR(s) =
n∏
i=1

exp

(
b2iλis

1− 2λis

)
(1− 2λis)

−1/2, λiRe{s} < 1/2 ∀ i. (2.56)

Note that in the central case, i.e., bi = 0 ∀ i, then the exponential term vanishes.

As for the PDF and the CDF, their analysis can be traced back to the work by Robbins
and Pitman [69], where the distribution of positive definite central quadratic forms was
expressed as a mixture of central χ2 densities. A similar expansion was proposed and
extended to the ratio of central GQFs in [5] in the context of the analysis of variances.
Ruben [80] generalized the analysis by presenting another approximation in terms of
non-central χ2 variables which is also valid in the non-central case, although the restric-
tion of positive definiteness still holds.

Other types of series expansions were proposed, e.g., by Gurland [74], who proposed
an approximant of the form (2.36) in terms of Laguerre polynomials in the positive def-
inite central case and in terms of more complicated polynomials in the non-central case.
In [72], Shah extended the work by Gurland, considering by first time the most general
case, i.e., indefinite non-central GQFs, giving expressions for the PDF and CDF in terms
of intricate orthogonal polynomials. Unfortunately, the challenging computation of such
polynomials and the complexity of the derived expressions considerably limit the useful-
ness of the proposed results. Imhof also considered the indefinite non-central case [73],
proposing the inversion of the CF by numerical integration.

All the above series expansions were unified (although restricted to the positive def-
inite case) by Kotz et al. for both the central [70] and non-central case [71], and revisited
several years later in [4], providing a general method to seek approximations for positive
definite real GQFs in terms of powers, orthogonal polynomials and χ2 densities. This
general method aims to find a series expansion for the PDF of the form [71, eq. (106)]

fQR(x) =
∞∑
k=0

ckhk(x) (2.57)

where ck are constants and {hk(x) : k ∈ N} is a sequence of known functions. Therefore,
if

∞∑
k=0

ckhk(x) ≤
∞∑
k=0

|ck||hk(x)| ≤ βeαx (2.58)

for all x ∈ R+ with α and β real constants, then the Laplace transform of fQR(x) is calcu-
lated as [4, lem. 4.2a.1]

L{fQR(x)} , f̂(s) ,
∞∑
k=0

ckĥk(s), Re{s} > α (2.59)

where ĥk(s) denotes the Laplace transform of hk(x).
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The method is then based on choosing hk(s) such that (2.58) holds and

ĥk(s) = g(s)ηk(s) (2.60)

with g(s) an analytic, non-vanishing function and η(s) is analytic for Re{s} > α and has
inverse function φ(s), i.e. η(φ(s0)) = s0.

Once the baseline sequence of functions {hk(x)} is chosen, the coefficients ck are ob-
tained from equating (2.59) with (2.56). Moreover, the CDF can be obtained by integrating
term by term (2.57). At this point, different series arise depending on this choice:

• Power series. In this case hk(s) is given by

hk(x) = (−1)k
xn/2+k−1

Γ(n/2 + k)
(2.61)

and, therefore, g(s) = s−n/2 and η(s) = (−s)−1. With this choice, the CDF of real
non-central Gaussian quadratic forms is expressed as [4, eq. (4.2b.13)]

FQR(x) =
∞∑
i=0

ck(−1)k
xn/2+k−1

Γ(n/2 + k)
(2.62)

where ck are calculated as in [4, eqs. (4.2b.5), (4.2b.8) and (4.2b.10)]. The major lim-
itation of (2.62) is the calculation of ck, since numerical issues could be significantly
relevant. The problem is that, although ck usually take small values for all k, they
are calculated as the difference of large numbers, which is a challenging task due to
the limited floating-point precision in calculation software [71, p. 840].

• Laguerre series. This particular case arises when choosing

hk(x) =
k!

2βLΓ(n/2 + k)

(
x

2βL

)n/2−1

e−x/2L
n/2−1
k

(
x

2βL

)
(2.63)

with Lαk (·) the k-th order Laguerre polynomial [51, eq. (8.970 1)] and β a real
constant such that βL > λmax/2, where λmax = maxi{λi}. With that, and us-
ing [70, eq. (47)], we can straightforwardly identify g(s) = (1 + 2sβL)−n/2 and
η(s) = 2sβL/(1 + 2sβL), obtaining an expansion for the CDF of QR of the form
[71, eq. (132)]

FQ(x) = F (n, βL, x) +

∞∑
k=1

ck
Γ(k)

Γ
(
k + n

2

) ( x

2βL

)n/2
e−x/(2βL)L

n/2
k−1

(
x

2βL

)
(2.64)

where F (n, βL, x) is given in [4, p. 109] and coefficients ck are calculated according
to [4, eqs. (4.2b.5) and (4.2c.14)].

An important drawback of this approximation is the choice of βL, which controls
the convergence of the series. In [70], [71], a value of βL = (λmax + λmin)/2 is
recommended. However, this value may render numerical errors depending on
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the parameters of the quadratic form, preventing the series convergence. Hence, it
is not clear how to find the value of βL that yields the best approximation in each
case.

• Expansion in χ2 densities. The baseline function hk(x) is now the PDF of the cen-
tral χ2 distribution (2.11) with order n + 2k and variance βχ, where βχ is a real
parameter controlling the series convergence. Thus, from (2.13), it is readily ob-
served that g(s) = (1 + 2sβχ)−n/2 and η(s) = (1 + 2sβχ)−1. This choice leads to a
series expansion given by

FQR(x) =
∞∑
k=0

ck
1

Γ(n/2 + k)
γ

(
n

2
+ k,

x

2βχ

)
, (2.65)

which is valid for 0 < βχ < λmin with ck given by [4, eqs. (4.2b.8) and (4.2b.9)].
The choice of βχ in this case seems less problematic than in the Laguerre series,
observing that higher values in the given interval accelerate the series convergence
in all cases.

The above method also allows another types of approximants based on non-central
χ2 densities or hypergeometric functions, but the mathematical tractability of the result-
ing expressions is considerably reduced.

An alternative approximation for the distribution of real GQFs was recently given in
[11, eq. (46)], where the saddle-point technique is applied to approximate the integral
that defines the CDF. However, the results are restricted to the central case. Moreover,
it inherits the drawbacks of this type of approximations, i.e., difficulty in increasing the
accuracy of the approximation and probability values that may be greater than one.

The complex case

Although they can be seen as a particular case of the real case, complex GQFs have
interest by themselves due to their massive number of applications, specially in commu-
nications and signal detection, where most of the involved random variables are complex
(e.g. the Gaussian noise) [6]–[16]. Therefore, considerable efforts have been also devoted
to their study.

The MGF of QC can be derived from (2.55) and (2.15) in the same way as in the real
case, obtaining [76, eq. (4b)]

MQC (s) =
n∏
i=1

exp

(
µiλis

1− λis

)
(1− λis)−1, λiRe{s} < 1 ∀ i (2.66)

where µi = ‖hi‖2.

Note that, since a complex quadratic form is equivalent to a real one with the eigen-
values given in pairs, as stated in Section 2.3.1, the exponent of the terms (1 − λis) is
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always an integer number, in contrast to that in (2.56). Consequently, MQC (s) is given by
a rational function in the central case, where the exponential term vanishes, allowing to
obtain exact closed-form expressions for both the PDF and the CDF by directly inverting
MQC (s). However, in the non-central case, no closed-form expressions are known in the
general case and thus it is necessary to rely on approximations to both statistics.

Most of these approximations arise, similarly as those in the real case, by the in-
version of the MGF or, equivalently, the CF [77]–[79], rendering different approximated
expressions for the PDF and CDF of complex GQFs.

The work by Biyari and Lindsey considers a particular case of non-central quadratic
form which is of special interest in communications [77]. Specifically, it analyzes the
quadratic form resulting from the sum of L independent and identically distributed
quadratic forms of order n = 2 and inverts its MGF by solving some convolution in-
tegrals. As a result, the PDF and CDF of this specific quadratic form are given in terms
of an infinite sum of Laguerre polynomials.

A more general approximation is given by Raphaeli, where the indefinite non-central
case is considered [78]. He uses the residue theorem to invert the MGF of QC , expressing
the residues as infinite series in order to circumvent the essential singularities of MQC (s).
Therefore, the CDF of QC is calculated as [78, eq. (26)]

FQC (x) = 1 +
1

2πj

∫
C

1

s
e−sxMQC (s)ds (2.67)

where C is a contour circling the right half plane but excluding the imaginary axis if x > 0

and circling the left half plane when x < 0. Thus, applying the residue theorem we have

FQC (x) =


1 +

∑
λk>0

Res
{
F̂k(0)

}
if x > 0

−
∑
λk<0

Res
{
F̂k(0)

}
if x < 0

, (2.68)

with [78, eq. (27)]

F̂k(s) =
1

s+ λ−1
k

exp
(
−x(s+ λ−1

k )
)
MQC (s+ λ−1

k ). (2.69)

Note that, for each F̂k(s), the pole at s = λ−1
k is translated to s = 0 for convenience. Also,

this procedure assumes that all the eigenvalues λk are distinct with multiplicities mk.

The next step is expressing F̂k(s) as the product of two functions ĝk(s, x) and fk(s) as
in [78, eq. (30)], and then expanding fk(s) in Laurent series and ĝk(s, x) in Taylor series.
By doing that, the residues of F̂k(s) can therefore be computed recursively, and the CDF
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of QC is finally expressed as [78, eq. (32)]

FQC (x) = 1 + exp

 N∑
j=1

µj

 ∑
λk>0

1

(−λk/2)mk−1
e−x/λk

∞∑
i=mk−1

ĝ
(i)
k (0, x/2)

(2µk/λk)
i−mk+1

i!(i−mk + 1)!

(2.70)
for x > 0 with N denoting the number of distinct eigenvalues λk. If x < 0, then the sum
is over all λk < 0 as stated in (2.68). The derivatives of ĝk(s, x) are calculated according
to [78, eqs. (18-21) and (31)] but taking into account that, due to slight differences in
the definitions of λk and µk, we should replace λk = λk/2 and µ2

k
= 2µk, where the

parameters in [78] have been underlined in order to avoid confusion. Note that these
equivalences have been already applied in (2.70).

A very similar expansion for the PDF is given in [78, eq. (25)], but due to the recursion
that involves the independent variable x the expression is not useful for further analytic
purposes, e.g., the calculation of expectations over the quadratic form. Being aware of
this issue, Raphaeli proposed an alternative approximation for the PDF [78, eq. (38)] in
terms of an infinite sum of modified Bessel functions. In this case, although the recursion
does not involve x, the Bessel functions considerably limit the tractability of the series.

Another approximation was given by Tziritas in [79], where he considered the posi-
tive definite case and proposed series expansions for the PDF and CDF in terms of other
distributions. Specifically, the gamma and the non-central χ2 distributions are consid-
ered in the central and non-central case, respectively. Remarkably, the results are valid
for both real and complex quadratic forms (with slight modifications).

Hence, focusing on the non-central case, the proposed baseline density is

f(x) =
xa/2

bca
exp

(
−x+ c2

b

)
Ia(2c

√
x/b), (2.71)

which corresponds to the PDF of X = bY/2 with Y ∼ χ2
2(a+1)(1, 2c

2/b). The parameters
a, b and c are chosen so that the first three moments of X are equal to those of QC . With
that, the resulting series expansion for the CDF is given by [79, eq. (40)]

FQC (x) =

∞∑
i=0

ci

(
a+ i

i

) i∑
k=0

(
i

k

)(−b
β

)k [
1−Qa+1

(√
2

b
c,

√
2x

b

)]
, (2.72)

where QM (α, δ) is the generalized Marcum Q function [18, eq. (4.59)], β is a real constant
that controls the series convergence and must satisfies [79, eq. (23)]

β−1 > 2(b−1 − λ−1
max) in the complex case, (2.73)

β−1 > 2(b−1 − (2λmax)−1) in the real case, (2.74)

and ci are constants that are obtained recursively according to [79, eqs. (26-28)]. The main
drawback of this approximation is its complexity, i.e., the intricate recursion of constants
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ci that involves infinite sums and the required calculation of several MarcumQ functions
undoubtedly limit the usefulness of (2.72). Moreover, when truncated, the series does not
represent a valid CDF.

Taking into account the limitations of the direct inversion methods above introduced,
since the solutions provided for the PDF and the CDF are difficult to compute and not
suitable for any further insightful analysis, very recently, Al-Naffouri et al. presented a
different approach [11]. They applied a transformation to the inequality that defines the
CDF of QC , and approximated the resulting integral by the saddle-point technique.

Hence, the starting point is the integral definition of the CDF, expressed as [11, eq.
(9)]

FQC (x) =

∫
A
fs(s)ds =

∫ ∞
−∞

fs(s)u
(
x− (s + h)†Λ(s + h)

)
ds (2.75)

where A is the area in the n-dimensional complex plane defined by the inequality QC <

x, u(·) is the unit step function whose value is 1 if the argument is non-negative and 0

otherwise, and s, h and Λ are the parameters of the quadratic form defined in (2.53).

Manipulating (2.75) and using [11, eq. (14)] we have

FQC (x) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

1

det (In + (jω + β)Λ)

ex(jω+β)

jω + β
e−c(ω)dω (2.76)

where β is a positive real constant and

c(ω) = h
†
(

In +
1

jω + β
Λ−1

)−1

h. (2.77)

Since the above integral cannot be put in closed-form, the authors in [11] applied the
saddle-point technique described in Section 2.2.5, obtaining

FQC (x) ≈ 1

2π
exp (s(ω0))

√
2π

‖s′′(ω0)‖ (2.78)

where

s(ω) = x(jω + β)− c(ω)− ln(jω + β)−
n∑
i=1

ln (1 + λi(jω + β)) (2.79)

and ω0 is a complex point such that s
′
(ω0) = 0.

Despite the compactness of the expression in (2.78), that approximation has the same
drawbacks as the previous ones, i.e., it does not represent a valid CDF. Moreover, it is
difficult to increase the accuracy of the approximation and it is not clear how to obtain
the PDF of QC by using this approach.

Finally, for reader’s convenience, a summary of the aforementioned methods to ap-
proximate the CDF of non-central complex GQFs is given in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1: Summary of the distinct approximations to the CDF, FQC (x), of non-
central complex GQFs.

Reference Type of approximation Main drawbacks

[77] Infinite sum of Laguerre polynomials
Only valid for a particular complex GQF

Not a proper CDF when the series is truncated

[78] Infinite series of elementary functions
Recursion involving the independent variable x

Not a proper CDF when the series is truncated

[79] Double infinite series of Marcum functions

Coefficients involve intricate recursions

Not a proper CDF when the series is truncated

Computation of several Marcum functions is required

[11] Saddle-point approximation
Not a proper CDF

Increasing the accuracy is difficult

2.4 Fading models overview

In wireless environments, the radio signal is affected by a number of random phe-
nomena (reflection, diffraction and scattering among others) as it travels from transmitter
to receiver. Consequently, the received signal appears as a linear combination of multi-
path waves, each of which with their own (random) amplitudes and phases. This con-
structive and destructive addition of the distinct multipath waves renders strong and
rapidly-varying fluctuations in the received signal amplitude, known as fast fading. Due
to the multipath propagation, the complex based-band signal can therefore be written as
[81, eq. (1)]

Ṽ =
N∑
i=1

Vie
jφi , (2.80)

whereN denotes the number of multipath waves, Vi their amplitudes and φi their phases.

Aiming to analyze and improve the performance of wireless communication sys-
tems, considerable efforts have been devoted to the characterization of fading. Conse-
quently, a wide variety of models have been developed in the related literature in order
to describe the statistical behavior of the received signal amplitude R = ‖Ṽ ‖, including
both the classical fading models along with more general models. In the following, a brief
overview of most widely used fading distributions is given. Note that we consider only
flat-fading models, i.e., those employed to characterize fading which affects narrowband
wireless systems.

2.4.1 Classical fading models

When N is sufficiently large, the baseband voltage Ṽ in (2.80) can be regarded as a
complex Gaussian random variable because of the central limit theorem [1, sec. 27]. De-
pending on the choice of the parameters characterizing this complex Gaussian variable,
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namely the mean and variance of the in-phase and quadrature components, different
classical fading models emerge. A more detailed review of these classical models can be
found in standard reference books, e.g., [17, chap. 2] and [18, chap. 2].

Rayleigh

Rayleigh model assumes that all the multipath components in (2.80) have similar
amplitudes and independent phases which are uniformly distributed. Therefore, under
the central limit theorem assumption, the received signal envelope R is model as the
magnitude of a zero mean circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian random variable, i.e.,

R = ‖σX + jσY ‖ (2.81)

where X and Y are independent standard Gaussian random variables, i.e., X,Y ∼
N (0, 1) and σ is a positive real constant. The PDF of R is then given by

fR(r) =
2r

Ω
exp

(
−r

2

Ω

)
, (2.82)

with Ω = E[R2] = 2σ2.

Due to its mathematical simplicity, Rayleigh distribution is massively used to model
fading arising from non line of sight (NLoS) scenarios, where all the multipath compo-
nents are assumed to have the same average power.

Rice

In contrast to Rayleigh model, Rice model (also known as Nakagami-n or Rician)
considers that the complex Gaussian random variable arising from the application of the
central limit theorem has non-zero mean, i.e.,

R = ‖σX + jσY + p+ jq‖ (2.83)

with X,Y ∼ N (0, 1) and p, q and σ real constants.

The PDF of R is therefore given by [82, eq. (3.12)]

fR(r) =
2r(1 +K)e−K

Ω
exp

(
−r

2(1 +K)

Ω

)
I0

(
2r

√
K(1 +K)

Ω

)
(2.84)

where Ω = E[R2] = p2 + q2 + 2σ2 and K = (p2 + q2)/(2σ2) is the Rice factor, which
corresponds to the ratio of the power of the dominant component to the average power
of the scattering. Since for K = 0 the Rayleigh distribution is obtained, Rice model can
be seen as the natural extension of the Rayleigh model to LoS scenarios.
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Hoyt

Neither Rayleigh nor Rice models take into account the effect of the power imbalance
between the in-phase and the quadrature components of the received signal, i.e., both of
them assumes that the real and imaginary part of the complex Gaussian random variable
have equal variances. This effect is considered by the Hoyt (Nakagami-q) distribution,
according to which the received amplitude is modeled as

R = ‖σxX + jσyY ‖ (2.85)

where X,Y ∼ N (0, 1) and σx, σy ∈ R+.

The PDF of Hoyt distribution is given by [83, eq. (3.4)]

fR(r) =
(1 + η)r√

ηΩ
exp

(
−(1 + η)2r2

4ηΩ

)
I0

(
(1− η2)r2

4ηΩ

)
(2.86)

with Ω = E[R2] and η = σ2
x/σ

2
y representing the ratio of the powers of X (in-phase

component) and Y (quadrature component)3. Note that if η = 1, then (2.86) reduces to
(2.82).

Hoyt distribution is one of the distribution employed to model the so-called worse-
than-Rayleigh fading conditions, i.e., scenarios where the fading conditions are more
severe than those given by Rayleigh distribution [18], [84].

Beckmann

Although not very used due to its mathematical complexity, the Beckmann model
[85] is the most general fading model arising from the central limit theorem assumption,
taking into account not only the power imbalance between the scattering components but
also between the LoS component. Therefore, the received signal amplitude is described
as

R = ‖σxX + jσyY + p+ jq‖ (2.87)

where X,Y are independent random variables such as X,Y ∼ N (0, 1) and σx, σy ∈ R+

and p, q ∈ R are constants.
3Traditionally, η is also denoted as q2. However, we here prefer the first notation in order to be coherent

with the definition of equivalent parameters in more general fading models.
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Due to its generality, the PDF of the Beckmann distribution is only given in terms of
double infinite sums of products of Bessel functions or in integral form

fR(r) =
r(1 + η)(1 +K)

2πΩ
√
η

×

∫ 2π

0
exp

−
(
rcosθ −

√
%2KΩ

(1+%2)(1+K)

)2

2ηΩ
(1+η)(1+K)

−

(
rsinθ −

√
KΩ

(1+%2)(1+K)

)2

2Ω
(1+η)(1+K)

 dθ (2.88)

with Ω = E[R2] = σ2
x + σ2

y + p2 + q2 and

K =
p2 + q2

σ2
x + σ2

y

, η =
σ2
x

σ2
y

, %2 =
p2

q2
. (2.89)

Parameter K is directly related to the Rice factor, since it corresponds to the ratio of
the power of the dominant component to that of the scattering, and parameter η is also
equivalent to that in Hoyt distribution. Finally, % determines the power imbalance in the
dominant component. Remarkably, if η = 1 and/or K = 0, then it can be proved that %
vanishes in (2.88).

Beckmann distribution includes as particular cases the three aforementioned classical
models: Rayleigh (K = 0, η = 1, ∀%), Rice (K = KRice, η = 1, ∀%) and Hoyt (K = 0,
η = ηHoyt, ∀%).

Nakagami-m

Nakagami-m model was introduced in [20] with the aim of generalizing Rayleigh
model to improve the fitting to data measurement. Although the model accurately char-
acterize the propagation conditions in many scenarios, no physical justification is given
for its use. The PDF of Nakagami-m distribution is given by

fR(r) =
2mmr2m−1

ΩmΓ(m)
e−mr

2/Ω, (2.90)

where m > 1/2 is the Nakagami parameter and Ω = E[R2]. If m = 1, then we obtain the
Rayleigh distribution. Also, for m ∈ N+, the received signal amplitude can be obtained
from the same underlying Gaussian model than the previous distributions as

R =

(
m∑
i=1

‖σXi + jσYi‖2
)1/2

(2.91)

where Xi and Yi ∀ i are independent standard Gaussian random variables.
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Because of its good agreement with empirical data and its mathematical tractability,
the Nakagami-m distribution is one of the most employed to characterize fading condi-
tions in a wide variety of scenarios. Moreover, it can approximate both Hoyt and Rice
distribution by the mapping given in [18, eqs. (2.25) and (2.26)],.

An important remark is the connection between Nakagami-m and Gamma distribu-
tions. Specifically, if X is Nakagami-m distributed, then Y = X2 is Gamma distributed
with shape parameter m and scale parameter Ω/m, i.e., Y ∼ Γ(m,Ω/m).

2.4.2 Generalized fading models

As introduced before, aiming to provide more flexibility when attempting to char-
acterize fading conditions in more intricate scenarios (e.g. underwater acoustic or mil-
limeter wave propagation) as well as to unify the distinct classical fading distributions
under the umbrella of more general models, several distributions have been proposed in
the last years.

These general fading models not only increase the accuracy of fittings to data mea-
surement, but they also sometimes improve the mathematical tractability of the classical
models. We here revisit some of these general distributions, focusing on their connections
to other fading models.

Rician shadowed

The Rician shadowed model was originally proposed in [86] as a generalization of
Rice model to describe fading behavior in land mobile satellite link [18, chap. 2]. It
considers that the dominant (LoS) component is no longer deterministic but instead log-
normally distributed. However, Rician shadowed model inherits the complicated for-
mulation of lognormal distribution, and its PDF is only given in integral form [86, eq.
(6)].

Aiming to gain mathematical tractability but maintaining the closeness to measured
data, an alternative formulation of Rician shadowed model was given in [87], in which
the LoS component is Gamma distributed, describing the received signal amplitude as

R = ‖σX + jσY + ξ(p+ jq)‖ (2.92)

withX,Y ∼ N (0, 1), ξ2 ∼ Γ(m, 1/m) and σx, σy, p and q constants as in Rice model. Note
that all the involved random variables are independent. The PDF of R is therefore given
by

fR(r) =

(
m

m+K

)m 2r(1 +K)

Ω
e−r

2(1+K)/Ω
1F1

(
m; 1;

r2K(1 +K)

Ω(m+K)

)
(2.93)

where K = (p2 + q2)/(2σ2), Ω = E[R2] = p2 + q2 + 2σ2 and 1F1(·) is the Kummer’s
hypergeometric function [51, eq. (9.210 1)].
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The addition of the random variable ξ introduces a random fluctuation in the dom-
inant component that characterizes the shadowing. This fluctuation is controlled by pa-
rameter m, reducing its severity as m becomes larger. If m → ∞, then Rice model is ob-
tained, as can be easily proved by taking the limit in (2.93) and applying [50, eq. (13.3.1)].

κ-µ

The κ-µ model [28], [88] was introduced as a generalization of the Rice distribution
in the same way as Nakagami-m extends Rayleigh model. In [28], a physical explanation
for such generalization is given, according to which the received signal amplitude is built
out of the superposition of clusters of waves. The power of the LoS component is distinct
within each cluster, but the scattered waves of all clusters are assumed to have the same
power. Therefore, the received signal amplitude is given by [28, eq. (6)]

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

‖σXi + jσYi + pi + jqi‖2
)1/2

(2.94)

where Xi, Yi ∼ N (0, 1) ∀ i,σ ∈ R+ and pi, qi ∈ R are constants and µ ∈ N+ is the parame-
ter that effectively generalizes Rice distribution, being equivalent to m in the Nakagami-
m model.

The PDF of R is given in a similar form to that of the Rice distribution as [28, eq. (1)]

fR(r) =
2µ(1 + κ)µ/2+1/2

κµ/2−1/2eµκ
rµ

Ωµ/2+1/2
e−r

2µ(1+κ)/ΩIµ−1

(
2µr

√
κ(1 + κ)

Ω

)
(2.95)

with

κ =

∑µ
i=1 p

2
i + q2

i

2µσ2
, Ω = E[R2] =

µ∑
i=1

p2
i + q2

i + 2µσ2. (2.96)

Note that the meaning of κ is similar to that of the Rice K-factor, corresponding to
the ratio of the power of the LoS component to that of the diffuse component.

The physical model in (2.94) forces µ to be a positive integer number. However, (2.95)
is valid for µ ∈ R+ although it loses its physical meaning.

Nevertheless, the extra parameter compared to Rice model (which is obtained by
setting µ = 1 and κ = K) provides a better accuracy in fitting data measurements but
maintaining the mathematical tractability of the original model. In addition, it also in-
cludes Nakagami-m distribution as particular case (µ = m, κ = 0).

An important remark is that R2 in (2.94) can be identified as a particular case of the
complex Gaussian quadratic form in (2.52) in which A = Σ = Iµ. Therefore, the κ-µ
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model, as well as all the fading distributions derived from it, can be analyzed as part of a
more general problem.

η-µ

Similarly as the κ-µ distribution generalizes the Rice model, the η-µ distribution
arises as an extension of the Hoyt model under the same physical argument of clustering
of waves [28]. Therefore, the received signal envelope is built as

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

‖σxXi + jσyYi‖2
)1/2

(2.97)

where µ is the same parameter as in the κ-µ model, Xi, Yi ∼ N (0, 1) ∀ i and σx, σy ∈
R+ correspond to the variance of the in-phase and quadrature scattering components,
respectively. Some details should be pointed out here: (i) the author in [28] proposed two
different formats for the η-µ distribution, and the physical model in (2.97) corresponds to
what he called format one; (ii) the number of clusters in this format was originally denoted
by 2µ, but we here prefer to redefine the parameter µ in order to be coherent with that in
κ-µ fading model. Therefore, according to (2.97), the PDF of R is given by

fR(r) =

(
µ(1 + η)

2Ω

)µ+1
2 2
√
π(1− η)

1−µ
2

Γ(µ/2)
√
η

rµ exp

(
−r

2µ(1 + η)2

4Ωη

)
Iµ−1

2

(
r2µ(1− η2)

4Ωη

)
(2.98)

with η = σ2
x/σ

2
y being consistent with the corresponding parameter in Hoyt model and

Ω = E[R2] = µ(σ2
x + σ2

y).

As the κ-µ model with Rice, the η-µ distribution generalizes the Hoyt model (µ = 1,
η = ηHoyt) without penalizing the mathematical tractability. Moreover, it also includes
Nakagami-m model as a particular case (µ = m, η = 1). However, both κ-µ and η-µ
models fail when attempting to characterize the power imbalance of the LoS component
as the Beckmann distribution does.

κ-µ shadowed

The κ-µ shadowed was originally proposed in [29] as a natural extension of the κ-
µ model in which the deterministic component representing the LoS contribution is al-
lowed to randomly fluctuate, similarly as the Rician shadowed model arises from the
Rice distribution. Later, the author in [89] proposed the same distribution in the context
of device-to-device communications, although from another physical model that was fi-
nally proved to be wrong [90]. According to [29], the received signal amplitude under
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TABLE 2.2: Connections between the κ-µ shadowed fading model and others mod-
els in the literature. In order to avoid confusion, the parameters corresponding to

the κ-µ shadowed distribution are underlined.

Channels κ-µ shadowed parameters

Rayleigh κ = 0, µ = 1, ∀m

Rice κ = K, µ = 1, m→∞

Nakagami-m κ = 0, µ = m, ∀m

Hoyt κ = (1− η)/(2η), µ = 1, m = 0.5

κ-µ κ = κ, µ = µ, m→∞

η-µ κ = (1− η)/(2η), µ = 2µ, m = µ

Rician shadowed κ = K, µ = 1, m = m

κ-µ shadowed fading is given by

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

‖σXi + jσYi + ξ(pi + jqi)‖2
)1/2

(2.99)

where µ denotes the number of clusters, Xi, Yi ∼ N (0, 1) ∀ i, σ ∈ R+ and pi, qi ∈ R are
constants and ξ is a random variable such that ξ2 ∼ Γ(m, 1/m). All the involved random
variables are assumed to be independent. Note that, conditioned on ξ, (2.99) corresponds
to the physical model of the κ-µ distribution in (2.94). The PDF ofR under κ-µ shadowed
fading is therefore calculated by averaging (2.95) over all possible states of ξ, obtaining
[29, eq. (4)]

fR(r) =
2µµmm(1 + κ)µ

ΩµΓ(µ)(µκ+m)m
r2µ−1 exp

(
−µ(1 + κ)r2

Ω

)
1F1

(
m;µ;

µ2κ(1 + κ)r2

(µκ+m)Ω

)
(2.100)

where parameters κ and Ω are defined as in the κ-µ model (2.96). As in the latter, (2.100)
is a valid PDF even for µ ∈ R+, although it looses its physical meaning. Moreover, if
m → ∞, it easy to proved by taking the limit and using [50, eq. (13.3.1)] that (2.100)
reduces to κ-µ PDF (2.95).

Remarkably, the κ-µ shadowed distribution does not only include the underlying
fading models derived from the κ-µ model but also, somehow counterintuitively, the η-
µ and the Hoyt distributions [91]. Hence, it unifies most of the here presented fading
models, providing a large versatility on modeling propagation conditions [29], [89], [92].
The connections between the κ-µ shadowed fading model and the others distributions
are summarized in Table 2.2.

Furthermore, it was proved in [30] that κ-µ shadowed distribution, under the as-
sumption of µ and m being positive integers, can be given in terms of a mixture of
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Nakagami-m distributions as

fR(r|m,µ ∈ N+) =
M∑
i=0

CifN (mi,Ωimi; r) (2.101)

where fN (mi,Ωimi; r) denotes the Nakagami-m PDF (2.90) with parametermi and mean
power Ωimi, andM ,mi and Ωi are constants depending on the κ-µ shadowed parameters
as given in [30, Table 1]. Therefore, any result given in the literature for Nakagami-m
distribution can straightforwardly leveraged to the κ-µ shadowed.
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Chapter 3

Summary of Results

This chapter presents the main results obtained in this thesis. A twofold contribution
is provided: i) a new method to approximate the distribution of random variables and its
application to the statistical analysis of both complex and real non-central GQFs, and ii)
two generalizations of the already versatile κ-µ shadowed fading model. Although these
contributions seem a priori unconnected, it will be later shown that both actually share
the same underlying methodology.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1.1 introduces the proposed method to
approximate the distribution of random variables, providing general expressions for the
PDF and CDF of arbitrary positive variables. This technique is applied to both real and
complex GQFs in sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, respectively. Finally, the two proposed fading
models are presented in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

3.1 Analysis of random variables through confluence

Most of the approaches to approximate the distribution of random variables pre-
sented in Chapter 2 have the same main drawback: the resulting expressions does not
represent a valid distribution, i.e., the approximated PDF does not necessarily integrate
to one and the probabilities may be negative [39, p. 731][38, sec. 2]. Moreover, in the
case of the saddle-point technique, it is not obvious how to increase the accuracy of the
approximation.

The only exception are the approximants arising from mixtures of distributions,
which in fact ensure that the resulting function is a valid PDF. However, as pointed
out in Section 2.2.5, the calculation of the mixture parameters may be extremely difficult,
and the lack of a general method considerably limits its usefulness.

These limitations are also present in the distinct series expansions given for the PDF
and CDF of GQFs in Section 2.3, along with other downsides such as the numerical issues
in some cases (e.g., power series expansions), the convergence problems associated with
the introduction of artificial parameters and the strong dependence between the required
number of terms to be computed and the parameters of the quadratic form.
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Motivated by all the above-mentioned drawbacks, one of the main goals of this thesis
is to provide a new approach that circumvents these limitations, giving as a result alter-
native and more robust approximations not only for the distribution of GQFs but also for
that of any random variable.

3.1.1 Proposed approach

The new method is desired to have the following properties: i) the resulting expres-
sions always represent a valid distribution and ii) any target level of accuracy can be
achieved independently of the parameters of the random variable under analysis. Taking
into consideration these requirements, it is clear that we have to disregard any method
based on series expansions. Therefore, instead of approximating a certain statistic of a
random variable by an infinite series, we analyze a sequence of auxiliary random vari-
ables that, in the limit, converges in distribution to the target one. That is, given a random
variable X ∈ R, we aim to find a sequence {Xm : m ∈ N+} such that {Xm} ⇒ X .

Once the sequence is suitably defined, we can leverage this convergence and ap-
proximate the CDF (and the PDF if the conditions given in Section 2.2.1 hold) by that of
the auxiliary variables, ensuring that, for any value of m, the resulting expressions will
represent a valid distribution since they are the statistics of another random variable.

The problem is now how to define the auxiliary sequence. Ideally, {Xm} should be
chosen so that it converges rapidly to X and it is mathematically tractable, i.e., the PDF
and CDF of Xm should be easily obtainable for all m. To that end, we propose defining
Xm by somehow perturbing X , i.e., introducing an artificial random fluctuation in X so
that it simplifies its statistical analysis. In order to achieve the desired convergence, this
fluctuation should vanish in the limit.

Due to the mathematical tractability of the gamma distribution and its limit property
of converging to a constant, this artificial fluctuation is chosen to be gamma distributed.
Specifically, we will generate the sequence {Xm} fromX by letting its mean or variance to
randomly fluctuate according to a gamma distribution. If X is built as a function of other
random variables, an alternative way of defining {Xm} is introducing the fluctuation in
either the mean or variance of such underlying variables.

In this thesis, the above technique is used to provide very general expressions to
approximate the distribution of any positive real random variable from its MGF. The
approach, which is given below, is presented in

[46] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, D. Morales-Jimenez, J. A. Cortés, J. F. París, and E. Martos-
Naya, “New approximation to distribution of positive RVs applied to Gaussian quadratic
forms”, IEEE Signal Process. Lett., vol. 26, no. 6, pp. 923–927, Jun. 2019,

attached in Appendix A.1.
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Consider a random variable X ∈ R+ with continuous distribution, and assume that
the MGF of X is given by MX(s). In order to approximate its CDF, and according to the
proposed method, we define the auxiliary sequence of random variables {Xm : m ∈ N+}
with

Xm , X/ξm, (3.1)

where ξm is a random variable, independent of X , which follows a gamma distribution
with shape parameter m and scale parameter 1/(m − 1), i.e., ξm ∼ Γ(m, 1/(m − 1)). The
PDF of ξm is therefore given by (2.16)

fξm(u) =
(m− 1)m

Γ(m)
um−1e−(m−1)u. (3.2)

That is, we generate Xm by introducing a random fluctuation in X , whose severity
decreases as m increases. As proved in Section 2.2.4, the sequence {ξm : m ∈ N+} con-
verges in distribution to the constant C = E[ξm], which is calculated according to (2.20),
obtaining E[ξm] = 1. Therefore, we have that {ξm} ⇒ 1 and, from Slutsky’s theorem [93,
sec. 3.6][55, sec. 1.2], that {Xm} ⇒ X .

Hence, the above result allows us to approximate the CDF of X by that of Xm with
sufficiently large m, as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 Let X be a positive random variable with continuous distribution and MGF given
by MX(s), and Xm as in (3.1). Then, the CDF of X satisfies

FX(x) = lim
m→∞

FXm(x) = lim
m→∞

m−1∑
k=0

(m− 1)k

xkk!

dk

dsk
MX(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=(1−m)/x

. (3.3)

The conditions for which convergence in distribution also implies convergence of
PDFs are stated in Section 2.2.1. In our case, these conditions are met if the PDF of X ,
namely fX(x), is uniformly continuous, i.e., for all x1, x2 ∈ [0,∞) exits δ > 0 and ε > 0

such that |x1 − x2| < δ implies |fX(x1) − fX(x2)| < ε. Therefore, if fX(x) is uniformly
continuous, we can also approximate it by the PDF of Xm. This is stated in the following
corollary.

Corollary 3.2 LetX be a positive random variable with MGFMX(s) and uniformly continuous
PDF, and Xm as in (3.1). Then, the PDF of X satisfies

fX(x) = lim
m→∞

fXm(x) = lim
m→∞

(m− 1)m

xm+1Γ(m)

dm

dsm
MX(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=(1−m)/x

. (3.4)

Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 provide a general result to approximate the distribution
of a positive random variable in terms of the derivatives of its MGF. As already high-
lighted, the main benefit of this method is that, since we approximate the distribution of
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a X by that of another variable Xm, the approximation (for any m) always represents a
valid distribution.

We also aimed that any level of accuracy could be reached independently of the tar-
get variable under analysis. This is ensured by the weak convergence of {Xm} to X , i.e.,
increasing the value of m always leads to a more accurate approximation. In fact, the
normalized mean squared error (MSE) between the target variable and Xm, which is a
good indicator of the similarity between both random variables, is a monotonic decreas-
ing function that does not depend on X , as given in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3 Let X be a positive random variable, and Xm as in (3.1). For m > 2, the normalized
MSE admits the following compact expression:

ε2 = E
[
(X −Xm)2

]
/E
[
X2
]

= (m− 2)−1. (3.5)

From (3.5), it is clear that lim
m→∞

ε2 = 0, and thus we can achieve any target accu-
racy in the approximation by choosing m large enough. Note however that, although
informative on the closeness between Xm and X , the normalized MSE does not directly
translate into the error between the approximated CDF and the true one. An expression
for the error in probability is unfortunately difficult to obtain due to the generality of the
problem.

We consider appropriate to name this method of approximating the distribution of
random variables as analysis through confluence, since the target variable is perturbed in
order to generate an auxiliary sequence that facilitates the analysis and converge to the
original variable in the limit, achieving that confluence. Therefore, for coherence, we
denoted the auxiliary variables, Xm, as confluent variables.

As with most of the classical series expansions, where the moments are required,
the calculation of (3.3) and (3.4) may be challenging if the derivatives of the MGF of X
are difficult to compute or not expressible in closed form. Thus, large values of m imply
the computation of high-order derivatives ofMX(s), which may be tedious in some cases.
For instance, if numerical integration (e.g., Cauchy integrals) are used, the computational
cost can grow exponentially and round-off errors can lead to a total amount of error that
increases with the order of differentiation [94].

However, there are cases where these derivatives can be readily obtained. That is,
for instance, the case of those variables whose MGF is given as a product of elementary
functions, since its derivatives can be calculated recursively from the derivatives of the
logarithm of the MGF (the CGF).

Specifically, consider an arbitrary function f(s). The k-th order derivative of f(s) can
be calculated as [4, eq. (3.2b.3)]

dk

dsk
f(s) =

(
k−1∑
r1=0

(
k − 1

r1

)
gk−1−r1(s)

r1−1∑
r2=0

(
r1 − 1

r2

)
gr1−1−r2(s) . . .

)
f(s) (3.6)
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where

gk(s) =
dk

dsk
g(s) =

dk+1

dsk+1
lnf(s). (3.7)

From (3.6), the derivatives of f(s) can be calculated recursively as

dk

dsk
f(s) = f(s)Dk(s) (3.8)

with D0(s) = 1 and, for k > 1,

Dk(s) =

k−1∑
j=0

(k − 1)!

j!(k − j − 1)!
gk−1−j(s)Dj(s). (3.9)

Thus, if the MGF of X is given as a product of elementary functions, then lnMX(s)

is written in terms of a sum of such simple functions, and its derivatives could be easily
written in closed form. This allows a straightforward calculation of the derivatives of
MX(s) from (3.7) and (3.9) by replacing f(s) = MX(s).

With that, we conclude the presentation of our new method to approximate the dis-
tribution of random variables. In next sections, we apply the proposed technique to both
complex and real GQFs.

3.1.2 Application to non-central real Gaussian quadratic forms

In this section, the proposed approach is used to give a simple and efficient approxi-
mation for the distribution of non-central positive definite GQFs, i.e., we aim to provide
approximated expressions for both the PDF and CDF of the quadratic form (2.46)

QR = (x + x)TA(x + x) (3.10)

where x ∈ Rn×1 is a constant vector, A ∈ Rn×n is a positive definite symmetric matrix and
x ∼ Nn(0n×1,Σ).

These results, along with the comparison with other classical approaches listed in
Section 2.3.2, are given in

[46] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, D. Morales-Jimenez, J. A. Cortés, J. F. París, and E. Martos-
Naya, “New approximation to distribution of positive RVs applied to Gaussian quadratic
forms”, IEEE Signal Process. Lett., vol. 26, no. 6, pp. 923–927, Jun. 2019.

Distribution of QR

Since QR in (3.10) is a positive random variable, (3.3) and (3.4) can be directly used
to approximate its chief statistics, namely PDF and CDF. The only remaining task is
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calculating the derivatives of the MGF of QR, for which the approach in (3.7)-(3.9) is
employed.

Thus, from (2.56), the CGF of QR is readily written as

lnMQR(s) =

n∑
i=1

b2iλis

1− 2λis
− 1

2
ln(1− 2λis) (3.11)

and, straightforwardly, its derivatives are calculated in closed form as

gk(s) =
dk+1

dsk+1
lnMQR(s) = 2k k!

n∑
j=1

λk+1
j

[
(k + 1)b2j + 1− 2λjs

]
(1− 2λjs)k+2

. (3.12)

With the above results, approximated expressions for both the PDF and CDF of QR
are given in the next corollary.

Corollary 3.4 Consider a positive definite real GQF as in (3.10). Then, its PDF and CDF can be
approximated by

fQR(x) ≈ (m− 1)m

xm+1Γ(m)
MQR

(
1−m
x

)
Dm

(
1−m
x

)
, (3.13)

FQR(x) ≈MQR

(
1−m
x

)m−1∑
k=0

(m− 1)k

xkk!
Dk

(
1−m
x

)
, (3.14)

where MQR(s) is given in (2.56) and Dk(s) in (3.9) with gk(s) as in (3.12).

Numerical results and discussion

We now compare the proposed approximation for real GQFs in Corollary 3.4 with the
classical results in Section 2.3.2. Specifically, we consider the power series in (2.62) and
the Laguerre and χ2 expansions in (2.64) and (2.65), respectively. The other approaches
proposed in the literature are disregarded due to the drawbacks listed in Section 2.3.2.

For the sake of simplicity, both A and Σ are considered exponential matrices, i.e.,
(A)i,j = α|i−j| and (Σ)i,j = ρ|i−j| with 0 < α, ρ < 1. With this assumption, which does
not imply any loss of generality in the obtained results, our proposal is compared with
the above-mentioned techniques in Figs. 3.1-3.4.

We first consider the comparison with the power series showed in Fig. 3.1. It can be
observed that the power series renders a valid approximation only up to a certain point
in x, remarkably failing thereafter; the value of x from which the series diverges depends
on the parameters of the quadratic form. As illustrated, increasing the number of terms
in the series from N = 100 to N = 150 does not seem to solve the problem. In contrast,
our proposed solution shows an excellent agreement with simulations for all parameter
choices and all x.
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FIGURE 3.1: PDF of QR for different values of α, ρ and x. The proposed approx-
imation in (3.13) is compared with the power series expansion in and with Monte
Carlo simulations. N denotes the number of terms calculated in the power series.
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FIGURE 3.2: CDF of QR for α=0.7, ρ = 0.5 and x = (2, 1,−1, 0.6,−0.9). Our pro-
posed method in (3.14) with m = 100 is compared with the χ2 expansion in (2.65)
and with Monte Carlo simulations. N denotes the number of terms calculated in

the χ2 series expansion.

Fig. 3.2 compares our results with the χ2 densities expansion in (2.65) by plotting
in this case the CDF of QR (similar trends are observed for the PDF). As pointed out
in Section 2.3.2, the χ2 approximation artificially introduces an additional parameter
0 < βχ < minj{λj} that controls the series convergence. Since a higher value of βχ in
this interval seems to accelerate the series convergence, i.e., smaller values of βχ requires
a larger N to achieve the same accuracy, a value βχ = 0.9 minj{λj} has been chosen. Re-
garding Fig. 3.2, it is observed that the number of terms required for the χ2 expansion,N ,
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FIGURE 3.3: CDF of QR at x = 1 for distinct quadratic form order, n. Our pro-
posed expression in (3.14) is compared with the Laplace approximation in (2.64)

with βL = 10 and with Monte Carlo simulations.

is much larger than in our method (the value of m) to accurately approximate the distri-
bution of the quadratic form. Furthermore, it is important to note that the χ2 expansion
does not yield a valid CDF, as observed in the right-hand tail, where the approximated
CDF does not reach to one if N is not sufficiently large.

A comparison between (3.14) and the Laguerre series expansion in (2.64) is shown
in Fig. 3.3, where FQR(x) at x = 1 is depicted for distinct quadratic form orders, n.
Although useful in many situations, this approximation has two clear drawbacks. The
first one is that, as the previous approximations, the resulting function is not a proper
CDF if the number of terms computed, N , is not large enough (in fact, the resulting CDF
presents an oscillatory behavior). The second one is the uncertainty in the actual value
of the parameter βL, introduced to control the series convergence, that yields the best
approximation. As stated in Section 2.3.2, the convergence is mathematically ensured for
all x only if βl > maxj{λj}/2. Specifically, a value of βl > (maxj{λj} + minj{λj})/2 is
recommended in order to minimize the approximation error. However, we noticed that,
in some cases, this choice renders considerable numerical errors that prevent the series
convergence. In fact, increasing the value of N in those cases makes the approximation
even less accurate, probably due to the total increased amount of error, while maintaining
the same N and changing the value of βL lead to a tight approximation. Hence, finding
the value of βL that yields the best approximation in each case is a difficult task. For the
calculation in Fig. 3.3, a value of βL = 10 has been chosen, which seems to minimize such
numerical issues.

As shown in this figure, the series diverges when the order of QR increases, with
independence of the quadratic form parameters. Note that the considered values of n are
not particularly extreme, but rather moderate, particularly in applications such as signal
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detection where large numbers of samples are typically employed.
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FIGURE 3.4: CDF of QR for different values of n, α, ρ and x. The proposed method
is compared with the power series in (2.62), the Laguerre expansion in (2.64) and
the χ2 expansion in (2.65) and contrasted with Monte Carlo simulations. Parame-

ters: βL = 9 for n = 15 and βL = 12 for n = 30.

The last comparison is shown in Fig. 3.4, where the CDF of QR is plotted in logarith-
mic scale in order to analyze the accuracy of the distinct approaches to approximate the
left tail of the distribution. As observed, the aforementioned drawbacks of the alternative
methods are also relevant when focusing on the left tail of the distribution. In turn, our
proposed technique renders again an excellent approximation with independence of the
parameters of QR.

Overall, obtained results show that the analysis through confluence is a good alter-
native to classical approaches to approximate not only the left tail, but also the complete
range of the distribution. Moreover, it has a distinctive feature over the classical ones: the
robustness. Hence, it provides accurate results with independence of the parameters of
the quadratic form, also ensuring that the resulting functions properly represent a valid
distribution independently of the number of terms (m) that are computed. Furthermore,
the goodness of the approximation does not depend on arbitrary constants as in the χ2

and the Laguerre series expansions.

3.1.3 Application to non-central complex Gaussian quadratic forms

The proposed technique is now employed to characterize non-central complex GQFs,
i.e., we seek an approximation for the PDF and CDF of the quadratic form (2.52)

QC = (v + v)†A(v + v) (3.15)
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where A ∈ Cn×n is an Hermitian matrix and v ∼ CN n(0n×1,Σ).

Since it has been proved that a complex GQF is equivalent to a real one with the
eigenvalues given in pairs (see Section 2.3.1), (3.13) and (3.14) could be directly used to
approximate the distribution ofQC in the positive definite case. However, we can exploit
the particularities of the complex case and go one step further, obtaining an alternative
approximation with two additional advantages. The first one is that it is valid not only for
positive definite complex GQFs but also in the indefinite case, providing more generality.
The second one is that the resulting expressions are more suitable for further analytical
purposes. The recursion in (3.13) and (3.14) involving the independent variable x may
pose a challenge to that end, and therefore circumventing this recursion is an additional
value due to the importance of complex GQFs in performance analysis of communica-
tions systems and signal processing applications (e.g., signal detection). These alterna-
tive approximation is achieved by defining the sequence {Xm : m ∈ N+} in a different
way as in (3.1).

The analysis of QC with the proposed technique, its comparison with other ap-
proaches given in 2.3.2 and its application to the analysis of MRC systems is presented
in

[47] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, L. Moreno-Pozas, J. F. París, J. A. Cortés, and E. Martos-
Naya, “A new approach to the statistical analysis of non-central complex Gaussian
quadratic forms with applications”, IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., vol. 68, no. 7, pp. 6734–
6746, Jul. 2019,

attached in Appendix A.2, and summarized below.

Distribution ofQC

As introduced before, in order to characterize QC , an alternative auxiliary sequence
of variables is used. Thus, instead of defining Xm by directly perturbing the quadratic
form as in the real case, we here introduce the random fluctuation in the mean of the
underlying Gaussian variables of QC . To that end, we consider the formulation in (2.53)

QC = (s + h)†Λ(s + h) (3.16)

where the distinct parameters are properly defined in Section 2.3.1. From (3.16), we de-
fine the sequence {Qm : m ∈ N+} such that

Qm = (s + Dξh)†Λ(s + Dξh), (3.17)

with Dξ ∈ Rn×n a diagonal matrix whose entries, ξm,i for i = 1, . . . , n, are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables such that ξ2

m,i are gamma distributed
with shape parameter m and E[ξ2

m,i] = 1, i.e., ξ2
m,i ∼ Γ(m, 1/m).
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As proved in Section 2.2.4, ξ2
m,i ⇒ E[ξ2

m,i] = 1 for all i and, from the relationship
between the CDF of ξ2

m,i and that of ξm,i, it can also be proved that ξm,i ⇒ 1. Therefore,
Dξ becomes the identity matrix when m → ∞ and, intuitively, it can be observed that
{Qm} converges to QC in the limit. Note also that, in the central case, i.e., h = 0n×1,
Qm = QC for any value of m.

However, this convergence needs to be formally proved before approximating the
distribution of QC by that of Qm. In order to do so, we first calculate the MGF of Qm by
conditioning MQ(s) on Dξ and averaging over all its possible values.

Lemma 3.5 Consider Qm as in (3.17). Then, its MGF is given by

MQm(s) =
n∏
i=1

(
1− λiµis

m(1−λis)

)−m
1− λis

, Re{s}λi (1 + µi/m) < 1 ∀ i, (3.18)

where µi = ‖hi‖2.

From (3.18), and taking into account that

lim
m→∞

(
1− λiµis

m(1− λis)

)−m
= exp

(
λiµis

1− λis

)
, (3.19)

it is clear that limm→∞MQm(s) = MQC (s) for any s = jt with t ∈ R. Therefore, from
Lévy’s continuity theorem, we have that {Qm} ⇒ QC [52, chap. 18].

An important remark is that MQm(s) does not have the exponential term present in
(2.66). This considerably eases the mathematical analysis by allowing to write (3.18) as a
rational function of the form

MQm(s) = B
n∏
i=1

(s− 1/λi)
m−1

(s− βi)m
(3.20)

where βi = [λi(1 + µi/m)]−1 and

B =

n∏
k=1

[
−λk

(
1 +

µk
m

)m]−1
. (3.21)

Assuming there can be repeated zeroes (1/λi) and poles (βi), and taking into con-
sideration that, if µi = 0 for a certain i then βi = 1/λi, the rational function in (3.20)
can be simplified. Thus, denoting as β̃i and 1/λ̃j for i = 1, . . . , nβ and j = 1, . . . , nλ the
distinct poles and zeroes resulting from this simplification with multiplicities pi and qi,
respectively, the MGF of Qm is finally expressed as

MQm(s) = B

nλ∏
j=1

(
s− 1/λ̃j

)qj
nβ∏
i=1

(
s− β̃i

)pi . (3.22)
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Observe that, in contrast to the MGF of the original quadratic form QC in (2.66), the
expression of MQm in (3.22) allows an straightforward inversion, i.e., we can directly
obtain the PDF and CDF of Qm by performing an inverse Laplace transformation as

fQm(s) =L−1 {MQm(−s)} , FQm(s) =L−1

{
1

s
MQm(−s)

}
(3.23)

and then approximating the PDF and CDF ofQC by leveraging the convergence between
both variables, as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6 Consider an indefinite non-central complex GQF as in (3.16). Then, its PDF and
CDF can be approximated by those of Qm as

fQC (x) ≈fQm(x) =

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

αi,je
−β̃ixxj−1u

(
β̃ix
)

sgn(x), (3.24)

FQC (x) ≈FQm(x) = u(x) +

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

ωi,je
−β̃ixxj−1u

(
β̃ix
)

sgn(x), (3.25)

where u(·) is the unit step function, sgn(·) is the sign function and

αi,j =
(−1)n

(j − 1)!
BAi,j , ωi,j =

(−1)n

(j − 1)!
BCi,j , (3.26)

with Ai,j and Ci,j the residues arising from performing a partial fraction decomposition in (3.22)
after evaluating MQm(−s) and MQm(−s)/s, respectively.

Note that, although m does not appear explicitly in (3.24) and (3.25), both the poles
β̃i and their multiplicities pi depends on m, as well as zeroes multiplicities qi. Moreover,
in the central case, exact expressions for both fQC (x) and FQC (x) can be obtained from
(3.24) and (3.25) for any value of m, e.g., m = 1.

As for the calculation of the residues Ai,j and Ci,j , although they admit a closed for-
mulation, their computation is impractical for very large m due to the resulting combi-
natorial expressions. A more suitable approach is the algorithm proposed in [95], which
provides recursive expressions for the partial fraction residues of both proper and im-
proper rational functions. The recursion starts from the higher order residues, i.e., Ai,pi
and Ci,pi , which can be directly calculated from the definition in [96, eq. (A.36)], and
computes the other residues recursively according to [95, eqs. (11a) and (11b)].

Finally, to complete the statistical analysis of QC , we aim to characterize somehow
the approximation error. As in the real case, a closed form expression for the error be-
tween FQm(x) and FQC (x) would be desirable. However, it is difficult to obtain an useful
expression for such error. Therefore, since we are not truncating any series expansion but
instead approximating the distribution of a target variable from that of another, we resort
again on the normalized MSE as an informative measurement of the closeness between
QC and Qm.
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FIGURE 3.5: CDF of QC for n = 6, λ = (−3,−1.8,−1, 1, 2.1, 3) and µ =
(8.5, 7.4, 4, 5, 6.8, 7.9). Exact (simulated) CDF is compared with the proposed ap-
proximation in (3.25) and Raphaeli’s approach in (2.70) with N terms computed.

Lemma 3.7 ConsiderQ andQm as in (3.16) and (3.17), respectively. Then, the normalized MSE
between Q and Qm is given by

ε2 ,
E
[
(Qm −Q)2

]
E [Q2]

=

∑n
i=1 λ

2
iµi

[
4
(

1− Γ(m+1/2)

m1/2Γ(m)

)
+ µi

m

]
∑n

j=1

(
λ2
j (1 + 2µj)

)
+
(∑n

j=1 λi(1 + µi)
)2 . (3.27)

Regarding (3.27) we observe that, when µi = ‖hi‖2 = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n, then ε2 = 0

for any value of m. This is coherent with the fact that setting µi = 0 ∀ i implies having
a central quadratic form and, therefore, Dξ vanishes in (3.17). Additionally, it is easy to
prove that the error also goes to zero whenm→∞ by taking the limit in (3.27) and using
[50, eq. (6.1.39)].

Comparison with other approaches

The proposed results are now compared to other approximations given in the lit-
erature. Specifically, Raphaeli’s approach in (2.70) and the saddle-point approximation
in (2.78) are considered. Compared to these results, our proposed method provides a
twofold benefit. The first one is that approximations in (3.4) and (3.25) are useful for
further analytic purposes (e.g., calculation of expectations over QC) since they are given
in terms of elementary functions. The second one is that our approach always renders
a valid distribution (for any m), in contrast to the other methods. This is shown in Figs.
3.5 and 3.6, where the CDF of QC , calculated using the different techniques, is depicted.
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FIGURE 3.6: CDF of QC for different parameters. Exact (simulated) CDF is com-
pared with the proposed approximation in (3.25) with m = 50 and the saddle-
point approach in (2.78). Data: λ1 = [0.2, 1, 1.4, 3, 5], λ2 = [0.1, 0.6, 1], µ1 =

[0.6, 7.4, 3, 2.6, 5.5] and µ2 = [1, 0.8, 3.4].

For simplicity, the vector containing the n eigenvalues λi is denoted by λ and, analo-
gously, the vector µ is defined such that µ = (µ1, . . . , µn). The theoretical calculations are
validated through Monte Carlo simulations of QC .

Thus, Fig. 3.5 focuses on the comparison with Raphaeli’s method in (2.70). It is clear
that this approximation produces invalid CDF values for certain x if the number of terms
computed, N , is not large enough. Not until a value of N = 120 is reached that the
CDF converges for all x. Moreover, we have observed that the number of terms required
strongly depends on the eigenvalues λi. That is, the smaller the difference between the
eigenvalues the larger the value of N needed. In turn, our approach renders a valid
distribution with independence of m.

On the other hand, Fig. 3.6 compares the proposed method with the saddle-point
approach in (2.78). Although the latter arises as a very efficient approximation, it suffers
from the same drawbacks as the previous one. As observed, it gives probabilities greater
than one in the right tail. In addition, it is not suitable for further analytic purposes.

Practical example: MRC systems over correlated Rice fading channels

The usefulness of the proposed method is now exemplified through the performance
analysis of MRC systems over correlated Rice channels. To the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, only asymptotic expressions have been given in the literature for the bit error
rate (BER) and the outage probability (Pout) for arbitrary number of branches and cor-
relation between them [97], [98] and infinite series representations when the number of
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branches is limited to P = 2 [99], [100]. Taking advantage of the mathematical tractability
of our derived results, we here provide expressions for these metrics.

Considering perfect synchronization and channel estimation, the SNR at the output
of the receiver when applying MRC can be written as

γ = γ g†g (3.28)

where γ is the average SNR at each branch and g ∈ CP×1 is the channel gain vector.
Since the fading at each branch is assumed to be Rice distributed with Ki factor for i =

1, . . . , P , g is a complex Gaussian vector such that g ∼ CNP (g,Σ), with g = E[g] and
Σ = E[(g − g)(g − g)†] the covariance matrix. The entries of both the mean vector and
the covariance matrix can be expressed in terms of the Rice factor as1

gi =

√
Ki

Ki + 1
, (Σ)i,j =

√
1

(1 +Ki)(1 +Kj)
(R)i,j (3.29)

with (R)i,j for i, j = 1, . . . , P the entries of the correlation matrix R of g. Note that
each element of g has unit power, i.e., E[‖gi‖2] = 1, so we consider normalized fading
channels.

It is observed that γ in (3.28) is a particular case of the quadratic form in (3.15) with
A = IP , and, therefore, we can use the proposed method to analyze the performance
of the system. To that end, the sequence {γm : m ∈ N+} is defined with γm directly
obtained by particularizing (3.17). Hence, we can approximate both Pout and the BER
from the statistical analysis of γm when m takes appropriate large values:

• Outage probability. Defining γth as the minimum SNR required for a reliable com-
munication, the outage probability is given by [101, eq. (6.46)]

Pout(γth) = P (γ < γth) ≈ P (γm < γth) =

∫ γth

0
fγm(γm) dγm, (3.30)

which corresponds to the CDF of γm. Then, from (3.25), we straightforwardly have

Pout(γth) ≈ 1 +

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

ωi,je
−β̃iγth/γ

(
γ

γth

)−j+1

(3.31)

where ωi,j , β̃k, nβ and pi are obtained by identification with (3.25).

• BER. Since the BER is a continuous and bounded function, Helly-Bray theorem
allows to approximate the BER over the SNR variable γ through the analysis of γm,
as stated in Section 2.2.1. The probability error for an arbitrary modulation can be
obtained by averaging the BER in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels,
which is denoted by P0(·), over the distribution of the fading, which in our case is

1There is a typo in [47, eq. (34)] which has been corrected in this thesis.
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represented by γm, as [18, eq. (8.102)]

Pb (γ) ≈
∫ ∞

0
P0 (γm) fγm(γm) dγm (3.32)

where fγm(γm) is readily obtained from (3.24).

Assuming a Gray coded constellation, P0(γm) for an arbitrary M -ary square
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is given by [102], finally obtaining

Pb (γ) ≈
√
M

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

√
M−1∑
k=1

ω(k)αi,j

[
Γ(j)

2β̃ji
− δkΓ

(
j + 1

2

)
β̃
j+1/2
i

×
√

γ

2π
2F1

(
1

2
, j +

1

2
;
3

2
;
−δ2

k

2β̃i
γ

)]
(3.33)

where δk = (2k− 1)
√

3/(M − 1), constants ω(k) are given in [102, eqs. (6), (14) and
(21)] and 2F1(·) is the Gauss hypergeometric function [50, eq. (15.1.1)].

Numerical results

In the following, the influence of the channel parameters and the number of branches
of the receiver in the outage probability and the BER is assessed using (3.31) and (3.33)
and contrasted through Monte Carlo simulations. For simplicity, the vector containing
the P Rice K factors is denoted as k = (K1, . . . ,KP ) and the correlation matrix R is
assumed to be exponential, i.e., (R)i,j = ρ|i−j| with ‖ρ‖ < 1 [103], [104]. The results are
plotted in Figs. 3.7-3.9, showing a perfect match between the analytic and the simulated
values in all cases.

First, the impact of the correlation matrix and the Rice K factors in the outage prob-
ability is studied both in the low-SNR and high-SNR regime. Since Pout exhibits comple-
mentary behaviors in both regimes, a different representation is employed in each case.
Thus, Fig. 3.7 depicts the complementary outage probability (1 − Pout) for P = 2 when
the SNR takes low values compared to the threshold, whereas Fig. 3.8 show the values
of Pout in the high-SNR regime and for a larger number of branches (P = 4) in order to
enrich the system.

Regarding both Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, we observe that the strength of the LoS has an op-
posite effect in the low- and high-SNR regimes. Hence, while in the former a weak direct
component (low values for Ki) seems to be beneficial, a strong LoS achieves in general a
better performance in the latter. This behavior can be justified as follows. A strong LoS
component implies less random fluctuation in the received signal, i.e., the scattering is
less relevant. In the high SNR regime, where the mean of the instantaneous SNR is large
enough, this fluctuation represented by the scattering may occasionally lead to deep fad-
ing that makes the instantaneous SNR drops below the threshold. Therefore, increasing
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FIGURE 3.8: Pout vs. γ/γth for P = 4, different values of ρ and different values
of K at each path. Solid lines correspond to theoretical calculation while markers
correspond to Monte Carlo simulations. For theoretical calculation, m = 40 for

k = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0) and m = 200 for k = (8, 7, 6, 6).

the K factor (the power of the LoS) when the mean SNR takes large values is beneficial
since it reduces such probability. In turn, in the low-SNR regime, the fluctuation in the
received signal may have the opposite effect, punctually rendering values for the instan-
taneous SNR much larger than the mean value. In that case, increasing the K factor will
reduce the probability of getting SNR values that are greater than the threshold.

Similarly, a high correlation factor gives a better performance for low values of γ,
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and m = 150 for k = (8, 7, 6, 6), while markers correspond to Monte Carlo simula-

tions.

while the opposite behavior is observed in the high-SNR regime. Similar conclusions are
drawn in [99], [100] for large γ, but none of these works pay attention to the behavior of
Pout in the low SNR regime.

An interesting behavior is noticed in the case of strongly correlated branches and
large γ. Regarding Fig. 3.8, we can observe that for ρ = 0.9 a strong LoS implies a consid-
erable degradation of the system performance, being the outage probability asymptoti-
cally higher for large values of K. However, this effect is not observed for lower values
of ρ, i.e., less correlated branches. This behavior is deeply analyzed in [105], where it is
shown that, in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)-MRC systems, increasing the dis-
tinct Ki factors have a negative impact on the system performance until a certain value,
Kth, is reached, from which Pout starts to decrease as Ki increase. In fact, expressions for
this threshold are provided in [105, sec. IV-B] under the assumption of identically dis-
tributed Rice channels, observing that Kth depends on the correlation matrix. However,
despite this assumption, it is difficult to determine how an arbitrary correlation between
branches would impact this turning value of K.

Finally, the impact of the correlation and of the strength of the LoS in the BER is eval-
uated in Fig. 3.9, where Pb(γ) is depicted for 16-QAM and different values of ρ and k.
Same conclusions as with the outage probability can be given: negative effect of corre-
lated branches and better performance in general as Rice K factors increase. However,
for values of ρ close to one, we observe again that increasing the LoS power does not
always render a clear benefit. Similar results are observed for distinct values of M .
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3.2 Generalizations of the κ-µ shadowed distribution

The auxiliary (confluent) random variables defined in the previous section were used
just as simple tools to facilitate the analysis of the original random variable from which
they emerge, i.e., we were interested only in the limit behavior of their distributions.

However, these auxiliary random variables can also be interesting by themselves.
For instance, in channel modeling, the addition of a random fluctuation to a variable
representing the fading can be used to characterize shadowing at the same time. In fact,
this is the same idea from which some generalized fading model arise, e.g., the Rician
shadowed and the κ-µ shadowed models: introducing a random fluctuation in the LoS
component in order to better characterize the fluctuations produced by shadowing. To
that end, the perturbation is chosen to be gamma distributed because of two main rea-
sons: i) its mathematical tractability and ii) it has been proved that gamma distribution
can be as accurate as lognormal distribution when characterizing shadowing [87], [106].

Although both the Rician shadowed and the κ-µ shadowed models are in fact gen-
eralizations of the classical ones (Rayleigh, Rice), in the context of the analysis through
confluence, a κ-µ shadowed random variable can be seen as the confluent version of
a κ-µ one and the same relationship can be established between the Rician shadowed
model and the Rice distribution, though in these cases there is no interest in using the
confluence approach since closed-form expressions are known for the distribution of the
original variables.

With this idea, two new fading models are proposed in this thesis. The first one,
namely the fluctuating Beckmann (FB) distribution, arises as an extension of both the
κ-µ shadowed and the Beckmann distributions. From the point of view of the analysis
through confluence, the FB distribution can be seen as the auxiliary variable used to char-
acterize the classical Beckmann model, simplifying its analysis and allowing the deriva-
tion of closed-form expressions for its PDF and CDF. Compared to the κ-µ shadowed
model, the FB distribution is a natural generalization by considering the effect of power
imbalance in both LoS and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) components, as the Beckmann model
does.

The second model here introduced takes advantage of the partial results obtained
through the analysis of complex GQFs, generalizing the κ-µ shadowed distribution by
accounting for the impact of the correlation between the contributions of each cluster.

3.2.1 The fluctuating Beckmann fading model

This section introduces the very general FB fading model, providing its first and
second order statistics as well as discussing the impact of the distinct model parameters
on its distribution. A more detailed analysis of this fading model can be found in
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[48] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, F. J. López-Martínez, J. F. París, M. D. Yacoub, and E.
Martos-Naya, “An extension of the κ-µ shadowed fading model: Statistical characteri-
zation and applications”, IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., vol. 67, no. 5, pp. 3826–3837, May
2018,

attached in Appendix A.3.

Physical model

As stated before, the physical model of the FB distribution arises as a generalization
of both the κ-µ shadowed and the Beckmann distribution. Thus, it inherits the clustering
structure, i.e., the model is built out of the sum of the square modulus of independent
random variables, together with the fluctuating LoS component already present in the
physical model of the κ-µ shadowed distribution. In addition, the FB model also takes
into account the effect of the in-phase and quadrature power imbalance in the LoS and
NLoS components. Therefore, the received signal amplitude is expressed as

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

‖σxXi + jσyYi + ξ(pi + jqi)‖2
)1/2

(3.34)

where µ ∈ N+, σx, σy ∈ R+ and pi, qi ∈ R are constants; Xi, Yi for all i are i.i.d. stan-
dard Gaussian random variables, i.e., Xi, Yi ∼ N (0, 1), and ξ is a random variable, inde-
pendent of Xi and Yi, such that ξ2 is gamma distributed2 with shape parameter m and
E[ξ2] = 1, i.e., ξ2 ∼ Γ(m, 1/m).

As in other generalized fading models, ξ in (3.34) accounts for the fluctuation of
the LoS component, being controlled by the parameter m. Thus, this fluctuation is less
severe as m increases. On the other hand, as opposed to the κ-µ shadowed model, the
FB model considers that the in-phase and quadrature components (Xi and Yi) can have
different variances, namely σ2

x and σ2
y . This allows to characterize the effect of power

imbalance in the diffuse components associated to NLoS propagation. Similarly, it can
also be considered that the power of the LoS components can be imbalanced. Hence, the
physical model in (3.34) can be also regarded as a generalization of the Beckmann fading
model through the consideration of clustering and LoS fluctuation.

Due to its generality, the FB distribution inherits the parametrization from both the
Beckmann model and the κ-µ shadowed model, being completely described by parame-
ters m, µ and

κ =

∑µ
i=1 p

2
i + q2

i

µ(σ2
x + σ2

y)
, η =

σ2
x

σ2
y

, %2 =

∑µ
i=1 p

2
i∑µ

j=1 q
2
i

. (3.35)

2or, equivalently, ξ is Nakagami-m distributed with E[ξ2] = 1.
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TABLE 3.1: Connections between the FB fading model and other models in the
literature. In order to avoid confusion, FB parameters are underlined. Note that

setting κ = 0 implies that m and % vanish.

Channels Fluctuating Beckmann Fading Parameters

Rayleigh κ = 0, µ = 1, η = 1

Rice κ = K, µ = 1, m→∞, η = 1 ,∀%

Nakagami-m κ = 0, µ = m, η = 1

Hoyt κ = 0, µ = 1, η = η

η-µ κ = 0, µ = µ, η = η

Beckmann κ = K, µ = 1, m→∞, η = η, % = %

κ-µ κ = κ, µ = µ, m→∞, η = 1, ∀%

Rician Shadowed κ = κ, µ = 1, m = m, η = 1, ∀%

κ-µ shadowed κ = κ, µ = µ, m = m, η = 1, ∀%

Parameters κ, µ and m are analogous to those in the κ-µ shadowed model, and η

and % are defined as in the Beckmann distribution in order to account for the power
imbalance in NLoS and LoS components, respectively. Thus, the FB distribution provides
the unification of a large number of important fading distributions. These connections are
summarized in Table 3.1, on which the parameters corresponding to the FB distribution
are underlined in order to avoid confusion with the parameters of any of the distributions
included as special cases.

First order statistics

A first order characterization of the FB distribution is now provided in terms of its
chief probability functions, namely MGF, PDF and CDF. Since fading distributions are
usually analyzed in terms of the SNR [18], hereinafter we will consider the random vari-
able

γ , γ
R2

E[R2]
, (3.36)

where E[R2] = µ(σ2
x +σ2

y) +
∑µ

i=1(p2
i + q2

i ) and γ , E[γ] is the average SNR, representing
the instantaneous SNR at the receiver side. Then, γ follows a FB distribution with param-
eters κ, µ, m, η and %, and for convenience we denoted it as γ ∼ FB(γ;κ, µ,m, η, %).

The MGF of the FB fading model can be obtain by conditioning the MGF of the Beck-
mann distribution [18, eq. (2.38)] on ξ, after introducing the clustering, and averaging
over all the possible values of ξ, as stated in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.8 Let γ ∼ FB(γ;κ, µ,m, η, %). Then, the MGF of γ is given by

Mγ(s) =
(−1)µ

sµ
α
m−µ/2
2

γµαm1

(
1− µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)

2ηγs

)m−µ2
×(

1− µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)

2γs

)m−µ2 (
1− c1

γs

)−m(
1− c2

γs

)−m
, (3.37)

where c1,2 are the roots of α1s
2 + βs+ 1 with

α1 =
4η

µ2(1 + η)2(1 + κ)2
+

2κ(%2 + η)

m(1 + %2)µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)2
, (3.38)

β =
−1

1 + κ

[
2

µ
+
κ

m

]
, (3.39)

and α2 is calculated as
α2 =

4η

µ2(1 + η)2(1 + κ)2
. (3.40)

Analytic expressions are attainable for the PDF and CDF of γ by performing the
inverse Laplace transformation to (3.37), as stated in (3.23), and given below.

Lemma 3.9 Let γ ∼ FB(γ;κ, µ,m, η, %). Then, the PDF and CDF of γ are given by

fγ(γ) =
α
m−µ/2
2 γµ−1

γ̄µΓ(µ)αm1
Φ

(4)
2

(
µ

2
−m, µ

2
−m,m,m;µ;

−γ
γ̄
√
ηα2

,
−γ√η
γ̄
√
α2
,
−γc1

γ̄
,
−γc2
γ̄

)
,

(3.41)

Fγ(γ) =
α
m−µ/2
2 γµ

γ̄µΓ(µ+ 1)αm1
Φ

(4)
2

(
µ

2
−m, µ

2
−m,m,m;µ+ 1;

−γ
γ̄
√
ηα2

,
−γ√η
γ̄
√
α2
,
−γc1

γ̄
,
−γc2

γ̄

)
,

(3.42)

where Φ
(n)
2 is the confluent form of the generalized Lauricella series defined in [107, p. 34].

As observed, the PDF and CDF of the FB distribution are given in terms of the mul-
tivariate Φ

(n)
2 function, which also appears in other fading distributions in the literature

[29], [31], [108]. Apparently, and because it is defined as an n-fold infinite summation,
its numerical evaluation may pose some challenges from a computational point of view.
However, the Laplace transform of the Φ

(n)
2 function has a comparatively simpler form in

terms of a finite product of elementary functions, which becomes evident by inspecting
the expression of the MGF in (3.37). Therefore, the Φ

(n)
2 function can be evaluated by

means of a numerical inverse Laplace transform [109], [110].

Remarkably, as with the κ-µ and η-µ models, the statistics of the FB are also valid for
µ ∈ R+, although the underlying model of random variables in (3.34) loses its meaning.
Moreover, when η = 1 the effect of the parameter % vanishes, as can be observed from
(3.38); conversely, when setting % = 1 the effect of η is still relevant.
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Simple and more tractable expressions can be obtained for the PDF and CDF of the FB
distribution under certain conditions. Specifically, ifm and µ are assumed to be an integer
number and an even number, respectively, (3.37) can be expressed in an alternative form
thanks to partial fraction expansion, allowing the derivation of PDF and CDF in terms of
elementary functions (i.e., exponentials and powers), as stated next.

Corollary 3.10 Let γ ∼ FB(γ̄;κ, µ,m, η, %) with m being an integer number and µ an even
number. Then, the PDF and CDF of γ are given by

fγ(γ) =
α
m−µ

2
2

αm1 γ̄
µ

N(m,µ)∑
i=1

e−τiγ/γ̄
|ωi|∑
j=1

Ai,jγ
j−1

(j − 1)!
, (3.43)

Fγ(γ) = 1 +
α
m−µ

2
2

αm1 γ̄
µ

N(m,µ)∑
i=1

e−τiγ/γ̄
|ωi|∑
j=1

Bi,jγ
j−1

(j − 1)!
, (3.44)

where Ai,j and Bi,j are the residues arising from performing a partial fraction decomposition in
(3.37) after evaluating Mγ(−s) and Mγ(−s)/s, respectively; N(m,µ) = 2 [1 + u (µ/2−m)]

and ωi and τi are the elements of vectors ω and τ , defined as

ω =
[
m,m,

µ

2
−m, µ

2
−m

]
, (3.45)

τ =

[
c1, c2,

µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)

2η
,
µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)

2

]
. (3.46)

Second order statistics

First-order statistics (e.g., PDF and CDF) provide valuable information about the sta-
tistical behavior of the amplitude (or, equivalently, power) of the received signal affected
by fading. However, they do not incorporate information related to the dynamic be-
havior of the fading process, which is of paramount relevance in the context of wireless
communications because of the relative motion of transmitter, receivers and scatterers
due to mobility. In the literature, two metrics are used to capture the dynamics of a
general random process: i) the level crossing rate (LCR), which measures how often the
amplitude of the received signal crosses a given threshold value, and ii) the average fade
duration (AFD), which measures how long the amplitude of the received signal remains
below this threshold.

In the calculation of both statistics (LCR and AFD), we assume that the fluctuations
in the diffuse part (i.e., NLoS) occur at a smaller scale compared to those of the LoS
component. This is the case, e.g., where such LoS fluctuation (represented by the random
variable ξ) is associated to shadowing, which is classically considered to occur at a larger
scale than fading.
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The LCR of the received signal amplitude R can be computed using Rice’s formula
[111] as

NR(u) =

∫ ∞
0

ṙfR,Ṙ (u, ṙ) dṙ, (3.47)

where Ṙ denotes the time derivative of the signal envelope and fR,Ṙ(r, ṙ) is the joint PDF
of the received signal amplitude and its time derivative. Although an analytic expression
for NR(u) have been obtained, it is given in terms of a two-fold integral which consider-
ably reduces its usefulness.

It is possible to arrive at a more tractable expression for a simpler yet general case
by considering the scenario in which in-phase and quadrature components are indepen-
dent. Independence between in-phase and quadrature components can be achieved by
assuming qi = 0 and pi 6= 0 or vice-versa in (3.34), leading to a simpler underlying model
that eases the analysis. Note, however, that such a scenario is still a FB fading model,
and does not bear any similarity with other previous models published in the literature.
Therefore, assuming the case qi = 0 ∀ i (a similar expression is obtained for pi = 0 ∀ i),
the physical model in (3.34) can be decomposed as

R2 =

µ∑
i=1

(σxXi + ξpi)
2 +

µ∑
k=1

σ2
yY

2
i , (3.48)

facilitating the calculation of the LCR, which is ultimately given by

NR(u) =
mm[µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)]µ−1/2

√
−ρ̈(0)

2µ−1Γ2(µ/2)ηµ/2(µκ(1+η)
2η +m)m

√
2π
· u(2µ−1) exp

(
−µ

2
(1 + η)(1 + κ)u2

)
×
∫ 1

0
[1 + (η − 1)x]

1
2 (1− x)µ/2−1xµ/2−1 exp

(
−µ(1− η2)(1 + κ)

2η
u2x

)

× 1F1

m,µ/2;

κµ2(1+η)2(1+κ)
4η2

µκ(1+η)
2η +m

u2x

 dx (3.49)

where Ω = E[R2] and ρ̈(0) is the second derivative of the temporal autocorrelation func-
tion evaluated at 0.

Note that, although (3.49) is also in integral form, it can be easily computed due to the
bounded integral limits and the integrand behavior. Moreover, despite the assumption
qi = 0, (3.49) is also valid for pi = 0 ∀ i and qi 6= 0 by just setting η → 1/η, since both cases
are equivalent as can be observed from (3.34).

Finally, with the knowledge of the LCR, the AFD is straightforwardly calculated as

TR(u) =
FR(u)

NR(u)
(3.50)

where FR(u) is the CDF of the received signal amplitude, which can be derived from
(3.42) after a simple change of variables.
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FIGURE 3.10: FB signal envelope distribution for different values of η and m in
weak LoS scenario (κ = 1) with % = 0.1, µ = 1 and Ω = E[R2] = 1. Solid lines cor-
respond to the exact PDF, while markers correspond to Monte Carlo simulations.

Numerical results and discussion

After attaining a full statistical characterization of the newly proposed distribution,
we now exemplify the influence of the distinct parameters of the FB model over the dis-
tribution of the received signal amplitude, R, in Figs. 3.10-3.12 and over the second order
statistics in Figs. 3.13-3.14. Note that the PDF of R can be directly obtained from (3.41) as
fR(r) = 2r γΩfγ(γr2/Ω). In addition, in order to double-check the validity of the theoreti-
cal expressions, Monte Carlo simulations are also provided.

We will focus on understanding the effect of the power imbalance in the LoS and
NLoS components (i.e., the effect of % and η), since these are the two parameters that
effectively extend the original κ-µ shadowed fading model to a more general case. To
that end, Fig. 3.10 represents the PDF of R for different values of η with mild and strong
LoS fluctuation (m = 10 and m = 1, respectively) and µ = 1. The parameter % is set to
%2 = 0.1, indicating a moderately large LoS power imbalance. In fact, %2 = 0.1 specifies
that the in-phase component of the LoS is 10 times more powerful than the quadrature
one.

With this parameters choice, it can be observed from Fig. 3.10 that the effect of in-
creasing η causes the amplitude values to be more concentrated around its mean value.
Besides, compared to the case of η = 1 (i.e., the κ-µ shadowed fading distribution), the
effect of having a power imbalance in the NLoS component clearly has an impact on the
distribution of the signal envelope. Interestingly, in contrast to the η-µ fading model, the
behavior of the distribution with respect to η is no longer symmetrical between η ∈ [0, 1]

and η ∈ [1,∞) for a fixed %2 6= 1. In fact, one interesting effect comes from the observa-
tion of the effect of increasing η: both setting η = 0.1 or η = 10 implies that the NLoS
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tions.

power is imbalanced by a factor of 10. However, it is evident that if this NLoS imbalance
goes to the component associated with a larger LoS imbalance (η = 0.1 since %2 = 0.1),
this is much more detrimental for the received signal envelope than having the NLoS
imbalance in the other component.

Fig. 3.11 focuses now on the impact of the LoS power imbalance, depicting the PDF of
the received signal amplitude for different values of % and m with κ = 10 (i.e., strong LoS
scenario), µ = 2 and η = 0.1. Because the LoS component is now much more relevant,
the effect of changing m is more noticeable. It is noticed that low values of % and m cause
the amplitude values being more sparse. Also, the same behavior as with η is observed
for varying %, i.e., having the LoS imbalance in the opposite component as in the NLoS
(in this case, since η = 0.1, it is obtained for %2 = 10) makes the amplitude values being
more concentrated around its mean value than in the case where the imbalance of both
LoS and NLoS is in the same component, i.e., η = 0.1 and %2 = 0.1.

Remarkably, a bimodal behavior is observed as the imbalance is reduced through %
or η, as observed in Fig. 3.12. When both % and η decrease, the in-phase components
have considerably less power than the quadrature components. Because κ is sufficiently
large, the distribution will mostly fluctuate close to the LoS part of the quadrature com-
ponent due to the low value m, and the first maximum on the PDF in the low-amplitude
region appears as the highly imbalanced in-phase component only is able to contribute
in this region. We must note that this bimodal behavior does not appear in the origi-
nal κ-µ shadowed or Beckmann distributions from which the FB distribution originates.
Nevertheless, such bimodality indeed appears in other fading models [31], [112].

Finally, the effect of the FB parameters in the second order statistics (LCR and AFD)
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is investigated in Figs. 3.13-3.14. We assume a time variation of the diffuse component
according to Clarke’s correlation model [17, sec. 2.1.1] with maximum Doppler shift fd,
implying that

√
−ρ̈(0) =

√
2fdπ [113, eq. (34)]. We also consider that %2 → ∞, so the

LCR and AFD are calculated as in (3.49) and (3.50). Also, a sampling period Ts >> fd

is assumed in Monte Carlo simulations in order to avoid missing level crossings at very
low threshold values.

Thus, Fig. 3.13 represents the LCR vs the normalized threshold, u, for different values
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of the FB model parameters. Interestingly, when increasing µ, the number of crossings
at very low threshold values is drastically reduced. Similarly, the number of crossings in
this region grows when reducing κ or increasing η. This latter effect is coherent with the
fact that %→∞ in this case, so that having a value of η < 1 reduces the fading severity.

The beneficial impact of increasing µ is also observed in Fig. 3.14, in which lower
values of µ render a larger duration of deep fades. Remarkably, for very low u, the AFD
seems to be independent of the values of η.

3.2.2 The κ-µ shadowed fading model with intercluster correlation

This section introduces the second generalization of the κ-µ shadowed fading model
proposed in this thesis, showing that this new distribution is closely related to the auxil-
iary random variables in (3.17) we used to analyze complex GQFs. The physical model
of the distribution is given, along with simple closed-form expressions for its first order
statistics, namely PDF, CDF and MGF.

The results provided in the following are a summary of those given in

[49] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, J. F. París, J. A. Cortés, and E. Martos-Naya, “The κ-µ shad-
owed fading model with arbitrary intercluster correlation”, in 2018 15th Int. Symp. Wire-
less Commun. Syst. (ISWCS), Aug. 2018, pp. 1–5,

attached in Appendix A.4.
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Physical model

The physical model of this new fading distribution arises as a generalization of the
physical model of the original κ-µ shadowed distribution in (2.99). Thus, the received sig-
nal power is modeled as the sum of the squared modulus of µGaussian random variables
(clustering structure) whose means randomly fluctuates. The power of each variable is
assumed to be the same. However, as opposed to the original model, we here assume
that these diffuse waves, i.e., the underlying Gaussian variables, are correlated, introduc-
ing an arbitrary correlation factor for the intercluster components. Hence, while the FB
model extends the κ-µ shadowed distribution by considering the power imbalance in the
LoS and NLoS, this newly proposed model maintains the restriction of equal powers for
the in-phase and quadrature components but takes into account the possibility of the dis-
tinct contributions of each cluster to be correlated. Therefore, we consider appropriate to
name this extension as correlated κ-µ shadowed fading model.

The received signal amplitude under correlated κ-µ shadowed fading can then be
written as

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

‖Zi + ξpi‖2
)1/2

, (3.51)

where µ ∈ N+ is the same parameter as in previous models, pi for i = 1, . . . , µ is a
complex number representing the LoS contribution andZi are complex Gaussian random
variables such that Zi ∼ CN (0, σ2). As in the κ-µ shadowed and the FB distributions,
ξ is a random variable, independent of Zi, such that ξ2 ∼ Γ(m, 1/m) with E[ξ2] = 1,
which accounts for the random fluctuations of the LoS component due to shadowing. The
novelty is that the distinct Zi can be correlated with correlation coefficient corr(Zi, Zj) =

ρi,j for i, j = 1, . . . , µ with

ρi,j =
E[ZiZ

†
j ]

σ2
. (3.52)

Note that, if ρi,j = 0 ∀ i 6= j, then (3.51) becomes the original κ-µ shadowed phys-
ical model. Equivalently, if we consider the vector z ∈ Cµ×1 with entries Zi, then
z ∼ CN µ(0µ×1, σ

2R) with R the correlation matrix, i.e., (R)i,j = ρi,j .

Regarding (3.51), it can be observed that, when conditioned on ξ, R2 is a particular
case of the complex quadratic form in (2.52) in which A = Iµ. Therefore, applying the
same procedure as described in Section 2.3.1 for complex GQFs, R is rewritten as

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

∥∥∥√λiσZ̃i + ξ
√
λip̃i

∥∥∥2
)1/2

, (3.53)

where Z̃i ∼ CN (0, 1), p̃i are the entries of the vector p̃ = U†C−1p with p = (p1, . . . , pµ)T ,
λi are the eigenvalues of C†C (i.e., those of R) and U is an unitary matrix whose i-th
column is the eigenvector of C†C associated with λi.
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Statistical characterization

As with the FB distribution, we provide the statistical characterization of the cor-
related κ-µ shadowed fading model based on the instantaneous SNR random variable
γ = γR2/E[R2], with γ denoting the average SNR at the receiver side and E[R2] =

µσ2 +
∑µ

i=1 ‖pi‖2. Therefore, we say that γ follows a correlated κ-µ shadowed distri-
bution with parameters κ =

∑µ
i=1 ‖pi‖2/(µσ2), µ, m and R, i.e., γ ∼ CSκµ(γ;κ, µ,m,R).

Moreover, aiming to relay the mathematical complexity of the newly proposed fading
model, we assume that both m and µ are positive integer numbers, i.e., the proposed
model inherits the formulation given in [30].

We will focus first on the MGF of γ. Since, conditioned on ξ, R2 is a specific complex
GQF, the conditioned MGF is straightforwardly obtained from (2.66). Then, the uncon-
ditional MGF is derived by averaging over ξ, as given next.

Lemma 3.11 Let γ ∼ CSκµ(γ;κ, µ,m,R). Then, its MGF reads as

Mγ(s) =
µµ(κ+ 1)µ

µ∏
i=1

(µ(κ+ 1)− sλiγ)

1− 1

m

µ∑
j=1

diλisγ

µ(κ+ 1)− sλiγ

−m (3.54)

where di = ‖p̃i‖2 /σ2.

It is easy to prove that, when no correlation is applied (R = Iµ), then λi = 1 for
i = 1, . . . , µ, so (3.54) becomes the MGF of the original κ-µ shadowed distribution in [29,
eq. (5)].

We observe that (3.54) has a very similar form to the MGF of the auxiliary variables
that were used to analyze complex GQFs in (3.18). In fact, (3.54) also admits a formulation
in terms of a rational function as

Mγ(s) =
µµ(k + 1)µ

(−γ)µ
(

1 +
µ∑
k=1

dk/m

)m µ∏
l=1

λl

µ∏
j=1

(
s− µ(κ+1)

λjγ

)m−1

nβ∏
i=1

(s− βi)qim
. (3.55)

where βi for i = 1, . . . , nβ are the distinct roots, with multiplicities qi, of the µ-th order
polynomial given by

P (s) = m

µ∏
i=1

1− λiγ

µ(κ+ 1)
s−

µ∑
j=1

djλjγ

µ(κ+ 1)
s

µ∏
k=1
k 6=j

1− λkγ

µ(κ+ 1)
s. (3.56)

Thus, from (3.55), both the PDF and CDF of γ can be obtained by following the same
steps as in previous sections, i.e., performing a partial fraction expansion and using the
Laplace transform pairs in (3.23). The results are stated in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.12 Let γ ∼ CSκµ(γ;κ, µ,m,R). Then, its PDF and CDF are given by

fγ(γ) = α

nβ∑
i=1

qim∑
j=1

Ai,jγ
j−1e−βiγ , (3.57)

Fγ(γ) = 1 + α

nβ∑
i=1

qim∑
j=1

Ci,jγ
j−1e−βiγ , (3.58)

with

α =
µµ(κ+ 1)µ

γµΓ(j)

1 +

µ∑
j=1

dj
m

−m µ∏
l=1

λ−1
l (3.59)

and Ai,j and Ci,j the residues arising from performing a partial fraction expansion in (3.55) after
evaluating Mγ(−s) and Mγ(−s)/s, respectively.

As can be observed, very simple expressions for the statistics of the newly proposed
model are given, being suitable for the further analytic purposes when analyzing systems
performance. Remarkably, (3.57) and (3.58) have a similar form to those presented in [30]
for the original κ-µ shadowed distribution, and hence the larger generality introduced
does not come at the price of an increased mathematical complexity.

Numerical Results

We aim now to exemplify the impact of the intercluster correlation matrix in the
distribution of the received signal amplitude since it is the parameter that effectively
extends the original κ-µ shadowed model. Note that, as with the FB distribution, the PDF
of R is easily obtained from (3.57) by applying a simple change of variables. As usually
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done throughout this thesis, we again assume that the correlation matrix R is exponential
in order to simplify the presentation of the results, i.e., (R)i,j = ρ|i−j| with 0 ≤ ‖ρ‖ <
1. With this consideration, Figs. 3.15-3.16 depict the distribution of the received signal
amplitude for different values of the model parameters.

Thus, Fig. 3.15 shows the PDF of R for distinct values of µ and ρ in a weak LoS sce-
nario (κ = 1) with heavily fluctuating dominant component (m = 1). It is observed that
large values of ρ, i.e., more correlation between the components of each cluster, always
render more sparse values of the signal amplitude, with independence of the value of µ.

A stronger LoS component is considered in Fig. 3.16, where the impact of m is also
taken into account. It can be noticed that the impact of ρ is slightly less relevant in this
case, which is a coherent result since the correlation only affects to the scattering accord-
ing to the physical model in (3.51). Moreover, the impact of ρ in the received signal
amplitude distribution seems to be independent of the value of m. However, a severe
fluctuation of the dominant component (corresponding to lower values of m) is more
detrimental for the signal envelope, as we already saw in the original model [29], [30].
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and future work

In this final chapter, the main conclusions that arise from the contributions of this
thesis are outlined. Also, some future lines and possible applications of the obtained
results are suggested.

4.1 Conclusions

A twofold objective has been achieved in this thesis. On the one hand, it has provided
simpler approximated expressions than those given in the literature for the distribution of
both real and complex GQFs. To that end, a general method to approximate the PDF and
CDF of random variables haven been derived, which has been named analysis through
confluence.

More specifically, the proposed technique allows us to obtain approximating expres-
sions for the first order statistics of a target variable, X , through the analysis of a suitably
defined sequence of variables, {Xm}. This sequence is obtained from X by perturbing it
somehow, i.e., introducing a random fluctuation in the mean or variance of the original
variable. The main advantages of this method compared to other solutions available in
the literature are: i) the resulting expressions always represent a valid distribution, and ii)
any target level of accuracy can be reached with independence of the parametrization of
the random variable under analysis.

Before directly apply the analysis through confluence to GQFs, it has been used to
provide very general expressions for the PDF and CDF of an arbitrary positive variable
in terms of the derivatives of its MGF. Also, it has been shown that these derivatives can
be recursively obtained from the derivatives of the CGF. This technique is specially useful
when the target MGF is given in terms of the product of easily differentiable functions.
In the context of the analysis of GQFs, the following results have been obtained:

• The general expressions for the statistics of positive variables have been particular-
ized to the case of positive definite non-central real GQFs, obtaining simple recur-
sive approximations for the PDF and CDF which outperform the classical solutions.
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• Simple closed-form approximants for the statistics of non-central indefinite com-
plex GQFs have been derived, rendering expressions in terms of elementary func-
tions that are suitable for further analytic purposes. Besides, this approximation
inherits the properties of the confluence method presented in the thesis.

• To the best of the author’s knowledge, very tight approximated expressions for the
BER and the outage probability in MRC systems over correlated non-identically
distributed Rice fading have been provided for the first time. The results are valid
for any number of antennas and for arbitrary correlation between branches.

On the other hand, seeking to unifying the wide variety of existing fading models,
two new distributions haven been provided. Both the novel technique to analyze random
variables and these two general fading distributions, albeit apparently unconnected, arise
in fact from the same underlying methodology. In the context of channel modeling, the
contributions are summarized below:

• The versatile Fluctuating Beckmann distribution has been introduced as a general-
ization of both the κ-µ shadowed and the Beckmann models. It accounts for the
clustering of waves and the fluctuation of the LoS component as the κ-µ shadowed
model and also for the power imbalance between the in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents, as the Beckmann distribution does. Expressions of its first and second or-
der statistics have been provided, although its PDF and CDF remains in terms of a
generalized hypergeometric function. To circumvent this issue, simple expressions
are also provided in terms of elementary functions under certain conditions.

• An alternative extension of the κ-µ shadowed model have been provided, named
correlated κ-µ shadowed fading model since it allows the distinct components aris-
ing from each cluster to be arbitrary correlated. Exact closed-form expressions of
its first order statistics have been derived, proving that the proposed model is as
tractable as Nakagami-m distribution, but much more general.

4.2 Future work

As highlighted through this thesis, the proposed method to analyze random vari-
ables renders simple and useful approximations when it is suitably applied. Therefore,
its usefulness exceeds the analysis of GQFs. In fact, the derived approximants for the
statistics of an arbitrary positive random variable could be potentially applied to a con-
siderable number of applications.

Besides, an important future line of work can be the extension of the method to the
analysis of more intricate random variables, such as those arising from the sum or prod-
uct of several variables. In these cases, obtaining expressions for the resulting distribution
usually poses a challenge, and the proposed method may simplify the analysis.
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Also, due to the fact that most of the involved variables in communications and sig-
nal processing are complex, the derived expressions for the PDF and CDF of complex
GQFs can be used to analyze multiple systems, e.g. systems with reception diversity, per-
formance analysis of ML estimators or signal detection. The tractability of the proposed
expressions can undoubtedly simplify the characterization of these systems, allowing to
obtain closed-form expressions for important metrics such as BER and probabilities of
detection and false alarm, to mention but a couple of relevant examples.

In the context of diversity systems, a possible future line of work is the extension of
the presented analysis to the case of quadratic forms in Gaussian matrices, which nat-
urally arises when multiple antennas are used both at the transmitter and the receiver
[105].

Focusing on channel modeling, the analysis through confluence can be applied to the
analysis of more general fading models that take into account the multiplicative shadow-
ing, usually referred to as composite models. The analysis of these distributions is usually
more difficult, and a general framework to study such a versatile models can simplify the
characterization of the joint impact of shadowing and fading. Some preliminary results
can already be found in [114].

Finally, the generalized fading models derived in this thesis could lead to sytems per-
formance analyses which are valid in a wide variety of propagation conditions, instead
of requiring particular expressions for each scenario. Therefore, the scientific community
seems to be interested in these type of general models and some results in this context
have already been provided [115], [116].
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Publications

A.1 New approximation to distribution of positive random vari-
ables applied to Gaussian quadratic forms

[46] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, D. Morales-Jimenez, J. A. Cortés, J. F. París, and E. Martos-
Naya, “New approximation to distribution of positive RVs applied to Gaussian quadratic
forms”, IEEE Signal Process. Lett., vol. 26, no. 6, pp. 923–927, Jun. 2019.

DOI: 10.1109/LSP.2019.2912295.

Abstract

This letter introduces a new approach to the problem of approximating the probabil-
ity density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a positive
random variable. The novel approximation strategy is based on the analysis of a suitably
defined sequence of auxiliary variables which converges in distribution to the target vari-
able. By leveraging such convergence, simple approximations for both the CDF and PDF
of the target variable are given in terms of the derivatives of its moment generating func-
tion (MGF). In contrast to classical approximation methods based on truncated series of
moments or cumulants, our approximations always represent a valid distribution and the
relative error between variables is independent of the variable under analysis. The de-
rived results are then used to approximate the statistics of positive-definite real Gaussian
quadratic forms, comparing our proposed approach with other existing approximations
in the literature.
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A.2 A new approach to the statistical analysis of non-central
complex Gaussian quadratic forms with applications

[47] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, L. Moreno-Pozas, J. F. París, J. A. Cortés, and E. Martos-
Naya, “A new approach to the statistical analysis of non-central complex Gaussian
quadratic forms with applications”, IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., vol. 68, no. 7, pp. 6734–
6746, Jul. 2019. DOI: 10.1109/TVT.2019.2916725.

Abstract

This paper proposes a novel approach to the statistical characterization of non-central
complex Gaussian quadratic forms (CGQFs). Its key strategy is the generation of an aux-
iliary random variable that replaces the original CGQF and converges in distribution to it.
This technique is valid for both definite and indefinite CGQFs and yields simple expres-
sions of the probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) that only involve elementary functions. This overcomes a major limitation of pre-
vious approaches, where the complexity of the resulting PDF and CDF does not allow for
further analytical derivations. Additionally, the mean square error between the original-
CGQFand the auxiliary one is provided in a simple closed-form formulation. These new
results are then leveraged to analyze the outage probability and the average bit error rate
of maximal ratio combining systems over correlated Rician channels.
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A.3 An extension of the κ-µ shadowed fading model: statistical
characterization and applications

[48] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, F. J. López-Martínez, J. F. París, M. D. Yacoub, and E.
Martos-Naya, “An extension of the κ-µ shadowed fading model: Statistical characteri-
zation and applications”, IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., vol. 67, no. 5, pp. 3826–3837, May
2018.

DOI: 10.1109/TVT.2017.2787204.

Abstract

We here introduce an extension and natural generalization of both the κ-µ shadowed
and the classical Beckmann fading models: the Fluctuating Beckmann (FB) fading model.
This newmodel considers the clustering of multipathwaves on which the line-of-sight
(LoS) components randomly fluctuate, together with the effect of in-phase/quadrature
power imbalance in the LoS and non-LoS components. Thus, it unifies a variety of im-
portant fading distributions as the one-sided Gaussian, Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, Rician,
κ-µ, η-µ, η-κ, Beckmann, Rician shadowed, and the κ-µ shadowed distribution. The chief
probability functions of the FB model, namely probability density function, cumulative
distribution function, and moment generating function are derived. The second-order
statistics such as the level crossing rate and the average fade duration are also analyzed.
These results can be used to derive some performance metrics of interest of wireless com-
munication systems operating over FB fading channels.
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A.4 The κ-µ shadowed fading model with arbitrary intercluster
correlation

[49] P. Ramírez-Espinosa, J. F. París, J. A. Cortés, and E. Martos-Naya, “The κ-µ shad-
owed fading model with arbitrary intercluster correlation”, in 2018 15th Int. Symp. Wire-
less Commun. Syst. (ISWCS), Aug. 2018, pp. 1–5.

DOI: 10.1109/ISWCS.2018.8491099.

Abstract

In this paper, we propose a generalization of the well-known κ-µ shadowed fading
model. Based on the clustering of multipath waves as the baseline model, the novelty of
this new distribution is the addition of an arbitrary correlation for the scattered compo-
nents within each cluster. It also inherits the random fluctuation of the dominant com-
ponent, which is assumed to be the same for all clusters. Thus, it unifies a wide variety
of models: Rayleigh, Rician, Rician shadowed, Nakagami- m, κ-µ and κ-µ shadowed as
well as multivariate Rayleigh, Rician and Rician shadowed. The main statistics of the
newly proposed model, i.e. moment generating function, probability density function
and cumulative density function, are given in terms of exponentials and powers, and
some numerical results are provided in order to analyze the impact of the arbitrary inter-
cluster correlation.
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Appendix B

Resumen en Castellano

Según el reglamento de doctorado de la Universidad de Málaga, si la memoria de
tesis se redacta al completo en inglés, se requiere incluir un breve resumen en castellano
donde se reflejen las principales contribuciones de la misma. Nótese, sin embargo, que
este anexo no es el propio manuscrito de la tesis sino un sólo resumen para mostrar los
resultados más relevantes.

B.1 Introducción y motivación

El análisis de FCG, o combinaciones lineales de variables gaussianas al cuadrado,
es de gran interés en el ámbito de las comunicaciones y el procesado de señal debido al
incontable número de aplicaciones de este tipo de variables no sólo en dichos campos
sino en estadística en general. Por ejemplo, las FCG aparecen en problemas de detección
[2], [3], pruebas χ2 [4], análisis de filtros adaptativos [6] y problemas de estimación [8].

Las FCG también juegan un papel fundamental en comunicaciones, surgiendo de
manera natural en el estudio de distintos esquemas de modulación [9], [10] así como
en el análisis de sistemas con diversidad [11]–[14], debido a que la relación señal a ruido
(SNR, signal-to-noise ratio) a la salida de estos sistemas viene dada por una FCG cuando se
asumen ganancias gaussianas en los distintos canales. De hecho, la mayoría de modelos
de canal empleados actualmente pueden verse como casos particulares de una forma
cuadrática más general, incluyendo tanto los modelos clásicos que surgen de la aplicación
del teorema central del límite [17]–[19] como nuevas distribuciones presentadas en los
últimos años con el fin de otorgar mayor flexibilidad y un mejor ajuste en escenarios
emergentes [28]–[31]. Por tanto, el análisis de las FCG aparece como una solución para el
estudio unificado de la mayoría de modelos de canal existentes.

Desafortunadamente, a pesar de su gran número de aplicaciones, no se conocen ex-
presiones cerradas para la distribución de las FCG en el caso general. Es por ello que a
lo largo de los años se han ido desarrollando distintas aproximaciones para la función
densidad de probabilidad (PDF, probability density function) y la función de distribución
(CDF, cumulative distribution function) de este tipo de variables [4], [5], [11], [69]–[79]. Sin
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embargo, todas estas aproximaciones tienen la misma desventaja presente en la mayoría
de técnicas clásicas para aproximar la distribución de variables aleatorias: las funciones
resultantes no representan una distribución válida, i.e., la PDF aproximada puede no tener
área unidad y se pueden obtener probabilidades mayores a uno e incluso negativas.

En este contexto, esta tesis tiene un doble objetivo. En primer lugar, se pretende
obtener un nuevo método para el análisis de FCG, con el propósito de derivar aprox-
imaciones simples y cerradas para sus estadísticos de primer orden que no presenten
el principal inconveniente de los métodos clásicos anteriormente citados. Igualmente,
sacando partido de la relación entre los distintos modelos de desvanecimiento y este tipo
de variables, se buscan nuevos modelos de canal que generalicen y unifiquen la gran
variedad de distribuciones presentes en la literatura.

B.2 Análisis de variables aleatorias por confluencia

En esta sección se presenta el nuevo método para análisis de variables aleatorias y su
aplicación a las variables de interés en esta tesis: las FCG tanto reales como complejas.

B.2.1 Método propuesto

La mayoría de métodos clásicos para aproximar la distribución de variables aleato-
rias, entre los que se incluyen la técnica del saddle-point [32]–[35], las series de Edge-
worth [35]–[38] o las expansiones en términos de polinomios ortogonales [39], presentan
el problema anteriormente comentado: no se garantiza que las expresiones obtenidas
representen distribuciones válidas. Otras técnicas, como las aproximaciones basadas en
mixturas [40]–[45] solventan ese inconveniente, pero la falta de un método general y la
complejidad de su aplicación limitan su utilidad.

La técnica aquí propuesta busca, en vez de aproximar los estadísticos de la variable
en cuestión por expansiones en series, analizar una secuencia de variables auxiliares que
converjan a la variable objetivo en el límite. De esta forma, se garantiza que las fun-
ciones obtenidas para cualquier grado de precisión representen distribuciones válidas.
Específicamente, dada una variable X , se busca una secuencia {Xm : m ∈ N+} tal que
{Xm} ⇒ X , donde Xm se obtiene introduciendo alguna perturbación aleatoria en X de
modo que se simplifique su análisis.

Como primer ejemplo, se aplicará el método propuesto a la caracterización estadís-
tica de variables positivas. Considérese por tanto una variable aleatoria X ∈ R+ con
distribución continua y función generadora de momentos (MGF, moment generating func-
tion) MX(s). Con el fin de aproximar su CDF, se define la secuencia {Xm : m ∈ N+} tal
que

Xm , X/ξm, (B.1)
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donde ξm es una variable aleatoria independiente de X siguiendo una distribución
gamma con parámetros m y 1/(m − 1), i.e. ξm ∼ Γ(m, 1/(m − 1)). Es sencillo com-
probar que {ξm : m ∈ N+} ⇒ 1 y por tanto, aplicando el teorema de Slutsky [93, sec.
3.6][55, sec. 1.2], se tiene que {Xm} ⇒ X . Es decir, es posible aproximar la CDF de X por
la de Xm

FX(x) = lim
m→∞

FXm(x) = lim
m→∞

m−1∑
k=0

(m− 1)k

xkk!

dk

dsk
MX(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=(1−m)/x

. (B.2)

En general, la convergencia en CDF no implica el mismo comportamiento para la
PDF. Sin embargo, bajo ciertas condiciones [53], la convergencia en distribución tam-
bién garantiza que las funciones de densidad converjan. En el caso bajo consideración,
puede comprobarse como dichas condiciones son válidas, pudiendo por tanto extender
el método para aproximar también la PDF de X como

fX(x) = lim
m→∞

fXm(x) = lim
m→∞

(m− 1)m

xm+1Γ(m)

dm

dsm
MX(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=(1−m)/x

. (B.3)

Finalmente, el error cuadrático medio (MSE, mean squared error) normalizado entreX
y la variable auxiliar viene dado por

ε2 = E
[
(X −Xm)2

]
/E
[
X2
]

= (m− 2)−1, (B.4)

viéndose claro que limm→∞ ε2 = 0. Nótese, sin embargo, que el MSE no equivale di-
rectamente a una medida del error cometido al aproximar la CDF o la PDF, aunque no
obstante da información de la similitud entre la variable objetivo y la auxiliar. Por ende,
una reducción en el MSE también conlleva una disminución del error cometido al aprox-
imar los estadísticos de X .

Este método general de análisis de variables basado en secuencias auxiliares
obtenidas introduciendo un perturbación en la variable original ha sido denominado
como análisis por confluencia, ya que se lleva al límite la secuencia auxiliar de variables
(nombradas confluentes) para converger o confluir a la variable original.

La principal dificultad para aplicar esta nueva técnica vendría dada por la compleji-
dad en el cálculo de las derivadas de la MGF. Sin embargo, hay situaciones donde estas
derivadas pueden obtenerse de manera sencilla, como es el caso donde MX(s) venga
dada por el producto de funciones elementales. Bajo estas condiciones, las derivadas de
la MGF pueden calcularse recursivamente a partir de las derivadas de su logaritmo como

dk

dsk
MX(s) = MX(s)Dk(s) (B.5)
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con D0(s) = 1 y

Dk(s) =

k−1∑
j=0

(k − 1)!

j!(k − j − 1)!
gk−1−j(s)Dj(s), k > 1, (B.6)

gk(s) =
dk

dsk
g(s) =

dk+1

dsk+1
lnMX(s). (B.7)

B.2.2 Aplicación a FCG reales no centrales

Una vez presentando el método de análisis por confluencia, se va a proceder a su
aplicación para el estudio de las FCG, comenzando por el caso de formas reales definidas
positivas. Es decir, se buscan expresiones aproximadas para la PDF y CDF de la forma
cuadrática

QR = (x + x)TA(x + x) (B.8)

donde x ∈ Rn×1 es un vector constante, A ∈ Rn×n es una matriz simétrica y definida
positiva y x ∼ Nn(0n×1,Σ).

Dado que QR es definida positiva, es posible aplicar directamente (B.2) y (B.3) para
aproximar sus estadísticos, obteniéndose

fQR(x) ≈ (m− 1)m

xm+1Γ(m)
MQR

(
1−m
x

)
Dm

(
1−m
x

)
, (B.9)

FQR(x) ≈MQR

(
1−m
x

)m−1∑
k=0

(m− 1)k

xkk!
Dk

(
1−m
x

)
, (B.10)

donde

MQR(s) =
n∏
i=1

exp

(
b2iλis

1− 2λis

)
(1− 2λis)

−1/2, λiRe{s} < 1/2 ∀ i, (B.11)

gk(s) =
dk+1

dsk+1
lnMQR(s) = 2k k!

n∑
j=1

λk+1
j

[
(k + 1)b2j + 1− 2λjs

]
(1− 2λjs)k+2

. (B.12)

con λi para i = 1, . . . , n los autovalores de la matrix Ã = CTAC y bi los elementos del
vector b = UTC−1x, donde U es la matriz ortogonal resultante de la diagonalización de
Ã.

Con el fin de resaltar las ventajas de las aproximaciones propuestas en (B.9) y (B.10),
éstas se van a comparar con otros métodos disponibles en la literatura. En concreto,
se consideran las aproximaciones en términos de series infinitas de potencias, de poli-
nomios de Laguerre y de funciones de densidad χ2 [4], [70], [71]. Por simplicidad en la
presentación de los resultados, se asume que tanto A como Σ son matrices exponenciales,
i.e., (A)i,j = α|i−j| y (Σ)i,j = ρ|i−j| con 0 < α, ρ < 1.
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FIGURA B.1: PDF de QR para distintos valores de α, ρ y x. El método propuesto
se compara con distintas técnicas alternativas y con simulaciones de Monte Carlo.
N denota el número de términos computados en cada una de las aproximaciones.

Como se observa en la Fig. B.1, las aproximaciones clásicas divergen a partir de de-
terminados valores de x, obteniendo resultados que claramente no son una CDF válida.
Específicamente, las series de potencias tienden a infinito a partir de cierto valor, mien-
tras que la expansión en χ2 satura en un determinado valor de probabilidad distinto de
uno y la serie en polinomios de Laguerre presenta un carácter oscilatorio para valores de
probabilidad cercanos a la unidad. En cambio, la aproximación propuesta en esta tesis se
muestra suficientemente precisa con independencia de los valores de los parámetros de
la forma cuadrática y del punto donde evaluemos su CDF.

Los comportamientos anteriormente descritos para las aproximaciones clásicas
siguen siendo visibles aún aumentando el número de términos de las series, y mostrando
una fuerte dependencia con la parametrización de la variable bajo análisis. A ello, se
suma la presencia de ciertos parámetros artificiales en las expansiones en términos de χ2

y Laguerre que son introducidos para controlar la convergencia de las series, y cuyo valor
óptimo se ha comprobado difícil de elegir y dependiente una vez más de los parámetros
de la forma cuadrática.

En conclusión, la técnica aquí propuesta se muestra como una opción más robusta
que los distintos métodos disponibles en la literatura, permitiendo aproximaciones pre-
cisas y garantizando que los resultados obtenidos representan distribuciones válidas.
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B.2.3 Aplicación a FCG complejas no centrales

En esta sección, nuestro método va a aplicarse al análisis de FCG complejas in-
definidas y no centrales, i.e. se buscan expresiones para la PDF y CDF de

QC = (v + v)†A(v + v) (B.13)

donde v ∈ Cn×1 es un vector constante, A ∈ Cn×n es una matriz hermítica y v ∼
CN n(0n×1,Σ).

Distribución deQC

Sacando partido de las particularidades del caso de formas complejas frente a las
reales, se va a aplicar el método de análisis por confluencia de una forma ligeramente
distinta, de modo que las expresiones resultantes no sean recursivas y sean válidas más
allá del caso definido positivo, a diferencia de (B.9) y (B.10).

Con este fin, se adopta una formulación distinta de QC , la cual se obtiene aplicando
transformaciones algebraicas a (B.13), resultando

QC = (s + h)†Λ(s + h), (B.14)

donde s ∼ CN n(0n×1, In), h = U†C−1v con CC† = Σ y U, Λ son las matrices resultantes
de la diagonalización de C†AC.

A partir de (B.14), se define la secuencia de variables auxiliares (confluentes) intro-
duciendo la perturbación aleatoria en la media de las gaussianas subyacentes, en lugar
de introducirlas en la varianza como en el caso de las formas cuadráticas reales. Así pues,
se define {Qm : m ∈ N+} con

Qm = (s + Dξh)†Λ(s + Dξh), (B.15)

donde Dξ ∈ Rn×n es una matriz diagonal cuyos elementos, ξm,i para i = 1, . . . , n,
son variables aleatorias independientes e idénticamente distribuidas tal que ξ2

m,i ∼
Γ(m, 1/m).

A partir de la MGF de Qm, es posible demostrar que {Qm} ⇒ QC , pudiendo aproxi-
mar nuevamente los estadísticos de QC por los de sus variables confluentes, con la ven-
taja adicional de que Qm admite expresiones cerradas para su PDF y CDF. Con el fin de
derivar dichas expresiones, la MGF de Qm necesita ser formulada en términos de una
función racional, obteniendo

MQm(s) = B
n∏
i=1

(s− 1/λi)
m−1

(s− βi)m
(B.16)
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con βi = [λi(1 + µi/m)]−1 y

B =
n∏
k=1

[
−λk

(
1 +

µk
m

)m]−1
, (B.17)

donde λi para i = 1, . . . , n son los elementos de Λ y µi = ‖hi‖2.

Simplificando la función racional de (B.16) y denotando por β̃i y 1/λ̃j para i =

1, . . . , nβ y j = 1, . . . , nλ a los distintos polos y ceros resultantes de dicha simplificación,
la PDF y la CDF de Qm se obtienen directamente aplicando la transformada inversa de
Laplace a MQm(−s) y MQm(−s)/s, respectivamente, llegando a

fQC (x) ≈fQm(x) =

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

αi,je
−β̃ixxj−1u

(
β̃ix
)

sgn(x), (B.18)

FQC (x) ≈FQm(x) = u(x) +

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

ωi,je
−β̃ixxj−1u

(
β̃ix
)

sgn(x). (B.19)

En dichas expresiones, u(·) representa la función escalón unitario, sgn(·) denota la
función signo y

αi,j =
(−1)n

(j − 1)!
BAi,j , ωi,j =

(−1)n

(j − 1)!
BCi,j , (B.20)

con Ai,j y Ci,j los residuos resultantes de descomponer en fracciones simples la función
racional en (B.16), una vez evaluada la MGF en los puntos anteriormente indicados.

Para finalizar la caracterización estadística de las FCG complejas no centrales, al
igual que se hizo en el caso de variables reales, se proporciona una métrica para el er-
ror cometido en la aproximación. En este caso, dado la dificultad de extraer expresiones
y cotas útiles para el error cometido entre la CDF real y la aproximada, se proporciona
nuevamente el MSE normalizado como medida de la similitud entre la variable original
y las confluentes, el cual viene dado por

ε2 ,
E
[
(Qm −Q)2

]
E [Q2]

=

∑n
i=1 λ

2
iµi

[
4
(

1− Γ(m+1/2)

m1/2Γ(m)

)
+ µi

m

]
∑n

j=1

(
λ2
j (1 + 2µj)

)
+
(∑n

j=1 λi(1 + µi)
)2 . (B.21)

Aplicación a sistemas MRC sobre canales Rice correlados

La utilidad de los resultados derivados en la sección anterior se va a ejemplificar a
través de su aplicación para el análisis de sistemas MRC (maximal ratio combining) sobre
canales Rice correlados, obteniendo precisas aproximaciones para la probabilidad de out-
age y la probabilidad de error (BER, bit error rate). Bajo estas condiciones, sólo se conocen
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resultados asintóticos [97], [98] o resultados parciales limitados a un número de antenas
P = 2 [99], [100].

Asumiendo que tanto la sincronización como la estimación del canal son ideales, la
SNR a la salida del receptor tras aplicar MRC viene dada por

γ = γ g†g, (B.22)

donde γ es la SNR media en cada rama y g ∈ CP×1 es el vector de ganancias del canal.
Dado que los desvanecimientos en cada rama siguen una distribución Rice con parámetro
Ki para i = 1, . . . , P , entonces g ∼ CNP (g,Σ). Los elementos del vector de medias y de
la matriz de covarianzas pueden obtenerse a partir de las relaciones

gi =

√
Ki

Ki + 1
, (Σ)i,j =

√
1

(1 +Ki)(1 +Kj)
(R)i,j (B.23)

con R la matriz de coeficientes de correlación entre las distintas antenas. Nótese que se
están considerando canales normalizados, i.e. E[‖gi‖2] = 1.

Como puede observarse, (B.22) es un caso particular de la forma cuadrática en (B.13),
y por tanto podemos aplicar los resultados anteriormente derivados para caracterizar γ.
Por consiguiente, definiendo γth como la SNR mínima requerida para una comunicación
fiable, la probabilidad de outage puede aproximarse por

Pout(γth) ≈ 1 +

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

ωi,je
−β̃iγth/γ

(
γ

γth

)−j+1

(B.24)

donde ωi,j , β̃k, nβ y pi se obtienen por identificación con (B.19).

Igualmente, dado que la BER es una función continua y acotada, se puede explotar la
convergencia en distribución entre γ y la variable confluente empleada para su análisis y
obtener una expresión para la BER gracias al teorema de Helly-Bray [55, sec. 1.3], la cual
viene dada por

Pb (γ) ≈
√
M

nβ∑
i=1

pi∑
j=1

√
M−1∑
k=1

ω(k)αi,j

[
Γ(j)

2β̃ji
− δkΓ

(
j + 1

2

)
β̃
j+1/2
i

×
√

γ

2π
2F1

(
1

2
, j +

1

2
;
3

2
;
−δ2

k

2β̃i
γ

)]
, (B.25)

donde δk = (2k − 1)
√

3/(M − 1), las constantes ω(k) vienen dadas en [102, eqs. (6), (14)
and (21)] y 2F1(·) es la función hipergeométrica de Gauss [50, eq. (15.1.1)].
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FIGURA B.2: Pout en función de γ/γth para P = 4 y distintos valores de ρ y
Ki. Las líneas sólidas corresponden con los resultados teóricos mientras que los
marcadores representan los resultados simulados. Para los cálculos teóricos se ha
empleado un valor de m = 40 para k = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0) y de m = 200 para

k = (8, 7, 6, 6).

Resultados numéricos

A continuación, se va a estudiar el impacto del parámetro Rice en cada rama y de la
matriz de coeficientes de correlación en ambas métricas (probabilidad de outage y BER).
Para comprobar la precisión de los resultados teóricos, éstos se comparan nuevamente
con el resultado de las simulaciones. Por simplicidad, se denota como k = (K1, . . . ,KP )

al vector que contiene los P parámetros Rice, K, e igualmente se asume que la matriz de
coeficientes de correlación R es exponencial, i.e. (R)i,j = ρ|i−j| con |ρ| < 1 [103], [104].

En primer lugar, en la Fig. B.2 se estudia el efecto de los parámetros del canal en
la probabilidad de outage. Fijándonos en primer lugar en el efecto de los parámetros K
(equivalentemente, la potencia de la componente directa), se observa cómo generalmente
un incremento en estos parámetros conlleva una mejora de prestaciones del sistema. Sin
embargo, para valores muy elevados de ρ (correlación muy alta entre antenas), vemos
que el comportamiento del sistema es opuesto; un aumento de la potencia de la línea de
visión directa conlleva a una mayor probabilidad de outage para valores altos de γ. Este
mismo efecto es analizado con más detalle en [105].

Finalmente, en la Fig. B.3 se evalúa el impacto de la correlación y la potencia de la
componente directa en la BER, extrayéndose las mismas conclusiones que para la proba-
bilidad de outage: efecto negativo de la correlación y mejor rendimiento en general para
valores de K elevados.
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FIGURA B.3: BER para una constelación 16-QAM para P = 4 y distintos valores
de ρ yKi. Las líneas sólidas corresponden con los resultados teóricos mientras que
los marcadores representan los resultados simulados. Para los cálculos teóricos se
ha empleado un valor de m = 40 para k = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0) y de m = 150 para

k = (8, 7, 6, 6).

B.3 Generalizaciones del modelo de desvanecimientos κ-µ
shadowed

Las variables aleatorias confluentes definidas en secciones anteriores han sido usadas
simplemente como herramientas matemáticas para estudiar otras variables cuyo análisis
es complejo. Es decir, el interés recaía únicamente en el comportamiento límite de su
distribución.

Sin embargo, estas variables pueden tener utilidad por sí mismas. Un ejemplo de
ello es el caso del modelado de canal, donde la introducción de una fluctuación aleatoria
en la variable original puede usarse para caracterizar el shadowing. De hecho, esta es
la misma idea de la que surgen distintos modelos de canal generalizados, tales como el
Rician shadowed [86], [87] y el κ-µ shadowed [29].

Aunque estas distribuciones son generalizaciones de los modelos clásicos, desde el
punto de vista del análisis por confluencia una variable Rician shadowed puede verse
como la versión confluente de una variable Rice, y la misma relación puede establecerse
entre los modelos κ-µ [28], [88] y κ-µ shadowed.

Con esta idea, y sacando partido del análisis de las FCG, en esta tesis se presentan
dos nuevos modelos de canal, los cuales buscan unificar a la mayoría de distribuciones
de desvanecimientos existentes en la literatura.
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B.3.1 El modelo Beckmann fluctuante

El primero modelo aquí presentado es el Beckmann fluctuante (BF), el cual es una
generalización tanto de la distribución Beckmann [85] como de la κ-µ shadowed. En el
contexto del análisis por confluencias, el modelo BF puede verse como la variable auxiliar
para analizar la distribución Beckmann. Si se compara con el κ-µ shadowed, el modelo BF
es su extensión natural considerando el efecto del desequilibrio de potencia entre las
componentes en fase y cuadratura.

Modelo físico

De acuerdo con el modelo BF, la amplitud de la señal recibida se expresa como

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

|σxXi + jσyYi + ξ(pi + jqi)|2
)1/2

(B.26)

donde µ ∈ N+, σx, σy ∈ R+ y pi, qi ∈ R son constantes; Xi, Yi para todo i son variables
gaussianas estándar independientes e idénticamente distribuidas, i.e. Xi, Yi ∼ N (0, 1), y
ξ es una variable aleatoria, independiente de Xi y Yi, tal que ξ2 ∼ Γ(m, 1/m).

Este nuevo modelo queda totalmente caracterizado por los parámetros m, µ y

κ =

∑µ
i=1 p

2
i + q2

i

µ(σ2
x + σ2

y)
, η =

σ2
x

σ2
y

, %2 =

∑µ
i=1 p

2
i∑µ

i=1 q
2
i

. (B.27)

Debido a su generalidad y flexibilidad, la mayoría de distribuciones de desvanec-
imientos presentes en la literatura quedan recogidas como casos particulares del modelo
BF, tal y como se indica en la Tabla B.1.

Caracterización estadística

Una vez presentado el modelo físico de la nueva distribución, se procede a la carac-
terización estadística de primer orden, i.e. la obtención de expresiones para su PDF, CDF
y MGF. Dado que es habitual analizar los modelos de desvanecimientos en términos de
la SNR [18], de aquí en adelante se considera la variable aleatoria

γ , γ
R2

E[R2]
, (B.28)

donde E[R2] = µ(σ2
x + σ2

y) +
∑µ

i=1(p2
i + q2

i ) y γ , E[γ] es la SNR media. Por tanto,
γ representa la SNR instantánea en el receptor, la cual sigue una distribución BF, i.e.
γ ∼ FB(γ;κ, µ,m, η, %).
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TABLE B.1: Relación entre el modelo BF y distintas distribuciones de desvanec-
imientos dadas en la literatura. Para evitar confusión, los parámetros del BF están

subrayados. Nótese que κ = 0 implica que m y % desaparecen.

Modelo de canal Parámetros del modelo Beckmann fluctuante

Rayleigh κ = 0, µ = 1, η = 1

Rice κ = K, µ = 1, m→∞, η = 1 , ∀%

Nakagami-m κ = 0, µ = m, η = 1

Hoyt κ = 0, µ = 1, η = η

η-µ κ = 0, µ = µ, η = η

Beckmann κ = K, µ = 1, m→∞, η = η, % = %

κ-µ κ = κ, µ = µ, m→∞, η = 1, ∀%

Rician Shadowed κ = κ, µ = 1, m = m, η = 1, ∀%

κ-µ shadowed κ = κ, µ = µ, m = m, η = 1, ∀%

La MGF del modelo propuesto puede obtenerse condicionando a ξ la MGF de la
distribución Beckmann [18, eq. (2.38)] y posteriormente promediando sobre todos sus
posibles valores, llegando a

Mγ(s) =
(−1)µ

sµ
α
m−µ/2
2

γµαm1

(
1− µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)

2ηγs

)m−µ2
×(

1− µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)

2γs

)m−µ2 (
1− c1

γs

)−m(
1− c2

γs

)−m
, (B.29)

donde c1,2 y α1,2 son constantes que dependen de los parámetros de la distribución.

La PDF y la CDF de γ se obtienen aplicando la transformada inversa de Laplace a
(B.29), de forma análoga a como se hizo en el análisis de las FCGs complejas, resultando

fγ(γ) =
α
m−µ/2
2 γµ−1

γ̄µΓ(µ)αm1
Φ

(4)
2

(
µ

2
−m, µ

2
−m,m,m;µ;

−γ
γ̄
√
ηα2

,
−γ√η
γ̄
√
α2
,
−γc1

γ̄
,
−γc2
γ̄

)
,

(B.30)

Fγ(γ) =
α
m−µ/2
2 γµ

γ̄µΓ(µ+ 1)αm1
Φ

(4)
2

(
µ

2
−m, µ

2
−m,m,m;µ+ 1;

−γ
γ̄
√
ηα2

,
−γ√η
γ̄
√
α2
,
−γc1

γ̄
,
−γc2

γ̄

)
,

(B.31)

donde Φ
(n)
2 es la serie confluente de Lauricella [107, p. 34], la cual aparece también en

otros modelos presentes en la literatura [29], [31], [108] y puede calcularse fácilmente de
forma numérica a través de una transformada inversa de Laplace [109], [110].

Bajo ciertas condiciones, la PDF y la CDF del modelo FB se simplifican, obtenién-
dose expresiones más sencillas y matemáticamente tratables. Específicamente, si m toma
valores enteros y µ es par, entonces (B.29) permite una descomposición en fracciones
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simples, y (B.30) y (B.31) pueden expresarse en términos de funciones elementales (expo-
nenciales y potencias).

Dado que la PDF y la CDF de una distribución, no reflejan el comportamiento
dinámico de la misma, se proporcionan dos métricas adicionales para reflejar este com-
portamiento: i) el level crossing rate (LCR), que mide la frecuencia con que la amplitud
recibida cruza un determinado umbral, y ii) el average fade duration (AFD), que caracter-
iza cuánto tiempo permanece dicha amplitud bajo el umbral.

El LCR de la señal recibida según el modelo BF puede calcularse mediante la fórmula
de Rice [111]. No obstante, a pesar de que se ha obtenido una expresión analítica para
NR(u), ésta viene dada en términos de una integral doble que limita su practicidad. Sin
embargo, bajo la suposición de qi = 0 y pi 6= 0 o viceversa en (B.26), es posible llegar a
una expresión más sencilla. Así pues, asumiendo qi = 0 ∀ i (la expresión resultante es
válida para pi = 0 ∀ i simplemente realizando el cambio η → 1/η), el LCR viene dado por

NR(u) =
mm[µ(1 + η)(1 + κ)]µ−1/2

√
−ρ̈(0)

2µ−1Γ2(µ/2)ηµ/2(µκ(1+η)
2η +m)m

√
2π
· u(2µ−1) exp

(
−µ

2
(1 + η)(1 + κ)u2

)
×
∫ 1

0
[1 + (η − 1)x]

1
2 (1− x)µ/2−1xµ/2−1 exp

(
−µ(1− η2)(1 + κ)

2η
u2x

)

× 1F1

m,µ/2;

κµ2(1+η)2(1+κ)
4η2

µκ(1+η)
2η +m

u2x

 dx (B.32)

donde Ω = E[R2] y ρ̈(0) es la derivada segunda de la función de autocorrelación evaluada
en 0.

Finalmente, el AFD se calcula de forma inmediata como

TR(u) =
FR(u)

NR(u)
. (B.33)

Resultados numéricos

Una vez caracterizado el nuevo modelo, se va a ejemplificar la influencia de sus
parámetros en la distribución de la amplitud de señal recibida, la cual puede obtenerse a
partir de (B.29) mediante el cambio de variables fR(r) = 2r γΩfγ(γr2/Ω).

Dado que el desequilibrio en potencia caracterizado por los parámetros η y %2 rep-
resenta la generalización del modelo propuesto respecto al κ-µ shadowed, nos vamos a
centrar en el estudio del impacto producido por la variación de dichos parámetros. Para
ello, en la Fig. B.4 se representa la PDF de R para distintos valores de η en un escenario
con fluctuaciones medias y severas para la componente directa (m = 10 y m = 1, respec-
tivamente). En este caso, %2 se fija a %2 = 0.1, i.e. la componente en fase de la línea de
visión directa tiene diez veces más potencia que la componente en cuadratura. Con estos
parámetros, se observa cómo, a diferencia del modelo η-µ shadowed, la distribución BF no
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FIGURA B.4: Amplitud recibida según modelo BF para distintos valores de η y m
con κ = 1, % = 0.1, µ = 1 y Ω = 1. Las líneas continuas corresponden con los
valores teóricos, mientras que los marcadores corresponden a los resultados de la

simulación.

es simétrica respecto a η ∈ [0, 1] y η ∈ [1,∞) para un determinado ρ2 6= 1. De hecho, si el
desequilibrio en potencia de la parte difusa se produce en favor de la misma componente
que en la línea de visión de directa, el efecto es mucho más perjudicial que si se produjese
hacia la componente contraria. Un comportamiento similar se reproduce para distintos
valores de %2 dado un η fijo.

Por último, se va a analizar el efecto de los parámetros de la distribución en el LCR.
Para ello, se asume una variación de la componente difusa acorde al modelo de cor-
relación de Clarke [17, sec. 2.1.1] con una frecuencia Doppler máxima fd. Por tanto,√
−ρ̈(0) =

√
2fdπ [113, eq. (34)]. Igualmente, se asume %2 → ∞ de modo que el LCR

pueda calcularse como en (B.32).

Con dichas consideraciones, en la Fig. B.5 se representa el LCR en función del um-
bral, u, para distintos valores de los parámetros de la distribución BF. Curiosamente, al
aumentar µ, el número de cruces para umbrales bajos se reduce drásticamente, mientras
que éstos aumentan al reducir κ o aumentar η.

B.3.2 El modelo κ-µ shadowed con correlación

Modelo físico

La segunda extensión del modelo κ-µ shadowed presentada en esta tesis recibe el nom-
bre de κ-µ shadowed correlado. Según este nuevo modelo, la amplitud de señal recibida
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viene dada por

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

|Zi + ξpi|2
)1/2

, (B.34)

donde µ ∈ N+, pi para i = 1, . . . , µ son números complejos representando la contribución
de la componente directa y Zi ∼ CN (0, σ2). La variable ξ representa las fluctuaciones
debido al shadowing, al igual que en el modelo BF. La novedad aquí respecto al modelo
original es que las variables Zi pueden estar correladas con coeficiente de correlación
corr(Zi, Zj) = ρi,j para i, j = 1, . . . , µ, con

ρi,j =
E[ZiZ

†
j ]

σ2
. (B.35)

Obsérvese que, condicionado a ξ, R2 en (B.34) es un caso particular de la FCG com-
pleja en (B.13), donde A = Iµ. Por tanto, aplicando las mismas manipulaciones que para
QC , R puede escribirse como

R =

(
µ∑
i=1

∣∣∣√λiσZ̃i + ξ
√
λip̃i

∣∣∣2)1/2

, (B.36)

donde Z̃i ∼ CN (0, 1), p̃i son los elementos del vector p̃ = U†C−1p con p = (p1, . . . , pµ)T ,
λi son los autovalores de C†C y U es una matriz unitaria cuya columna i-ésima es el
autovector de C†C asociado con λi.
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Caracterización estadística

Al igual que en la distribución BF, nos basaremos en el análisis estadístico de la SNR
instantánea, definida como γ = γR2/E[R2], donde γ denota la SNR media y E[R2] =

µσ2 +
∑µ

i=1 ‖p2
i ‖.

La MGF de γ viene dada por

Mγ(s) =
µµ(κ+ 1)µ

µ∏
i=1

(µ(κ+ 1)− sλiγ)

1− 1

m

µ∑
j=1

diλisγ

µ(κ+ 1)− sλiγ

−m , (B.37)

con di = |p̃i|2 /σ2.

A partir de (B.37), la PDF y la CDF de γ pueden obtenerse realizando una descom-
posición en fracciones simples y aplicando la transformada inversa de Laplace, resul-
tando

fγ(γ) = α

nβ∑
i=1

qim∑
j=1

Ai,jγ
j−1e−βiγ , (B.38)

Fγ(γ) = 1 + α

nβ∑
i=1

qim∑
j=1

Ci,jγ
j−1e−βiγ , (B.39)

donde α, Ai,j y Ci,j son constantes que dependen de los parámetros de la distribución.

Resultados numéricos

Finalmente, se va a ejemplificar la influencia de la correlación en la distribución de
la amplitud de señal recibida. Por simplicidad, asumimos que la correlación sigue un
perfil exponencial, i.e., corr(Zi, Zj) = ρi,j = ρ|i−j| con 0 ≤ ρ < 1. Bajo esta suposición,
en la Fig. B.6 se representa la PDF de la amplitud recibida para distintos valores de ρ,
µ y m con κ = 4. Se observa que, independientemente del resto de parámetros, una
correlación alta (valores de ρ próximos a la unidad) siempre producen valores de la señal
más distribuidos, siendo prácticamente independiente de los valores de m empleados.
Sin embargo, al aumentar µ, este efecto de la correlación es aún más notorio.

B.4 Conclusiones y líneas futuras

Conclusiones

En esta tesis se ha conseguido un doble objtivo. Por un lado, se ha presentado un
nuevo método de aproximar la distribución de variables aleatorias basado en el análi-
sis de una secuencia de variables aleatorias auxiliares definidas a partir de la variable
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mientras que los marcadores representan el valor de las simulaciones.

objetivo. La ventaja de este método respecto a otras soluciones disponibles en la liter-
atura son: i) las expresiones obtenidas siempre representan una distribución válida y ii)
puede obtenerse cualquier grado de precisión con independencia de los parámetros de
la variable en cuestión.

Esta técnica de análisis se ha aplicado en el contexto de las FCG, dando lugar a las
siguientes contribuciones:

• Se han proporcionado expresiones para la PDF y CDF de las FCG reales y definidas
positivas que pueden computarse fácilmente de forma recursiva.

• Se han obtenido aproximaciones tratables matemáticamente en términos de fun-
ciones elementales para las FCG complejas.

• Se dan, por primera vez en la literatura, expresiones generales para la probabilidad
de error y la probabilidad de outage en sistemas MRC sobre canales Rice correlados.

Por otro lado, la aplicación del método propuesto en el contexto de modelado de
canal ha dado lugar a la presentación de dos modelos de canal generalizados que unifican
a la mayoría de distribuciones de desvanecimientos más usadas. Específicamente, las
contribuciones son:

• Presentación y análisis del modelo Beckmann fluctuante como generalización tanto
de la distribución κ-µ shadowed como de la Beckmann, proporcionando expresiones
para sus estadísticos de primer y segundo orden.

• Introducción del modelo κ-µ shadowed correlado, extendiendo la distribución orig-
inal.
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Líneas futuras

En el contexto del análisis de variables aleatorias, una posible línea futura de inves-
tigación sería la aplicación del método general aquí propuesto a otros tipos de variables
cuyo estudio es en general sumamente complejo, tales como aquellas variables que sur-
gen de la suma o producto de otras.

Además, debido al número de aplicaciones de las FCG en procesado de señal y comu-
nicaciones, y dada la relativa tratabilidad de las aproximaciones dadas en esta tesis, las
expresiones aquí aportadas pueden ser útiles para el análisis de múltiples sistemas, e.g.,
sistemas con diversidad, detección de señales o análisis de prestaciones de estimadores.

Por otro lado, en lo referente a modelado de canal, el propio método aquí propuesto
es interesante para el análisis de modelos composite, i.e., aquellos que contemplan a la vez
el efecto de los desvanecimientos y un shadowing multiplicativo. En esta línea, algunos
resultados preliminares pueden encontrarse ya en [114]. Finalmente, los dos modelos
generalizados que se han introducido pueden ser de utilidad para el análisis de presta-
ciones de sistemas sobre una gran variedad de condiciones de propagación. Ejemplos del
interés de la comunidad científica en estas distribuciones pueden encontrarse en [115],
[116].
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